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Danish summary
Nærværende kandidatspeciale undersøger digitalisering som et kommunikations middel i
rapporteringen af miljøvurderinger. Nærmere bestemt er undersøgelsens fokus hvordan
benyttelse af digitalisering kan styrke måden hvorpå miljøvurderinger kan stimulerer
processer, som mægler mellem forskellige vidensformer. Relevansen af problemstillingen
udspringer fra det faktum at viden omkring miljøværdier og påvirkninger kan forekomme
komplekst og teknisk afhængigt af videnstype. Hvordan repporteringen af miljøvurderinger
kommunikereres er væsentligt for hvordan efterfølgende handlinger foretages.

På

baggrund af dette forekomme det essentielt at reflekterer over hvordan rapporteringen
kommunikereres og skaber forudsætninger for miljøvurderingernes brugerer agerer.
Producenter af miljøvurderinger er i praksis mødt af problemer indenfor kompleksitet
og teknisk sprog, som ofte resulterer i en rapportering, som ikke kan mægles med
forskellige videnstyper.

Som et resultat er miljøvurderings producenter begyndt, at

udforske digitalisering som en ny tilgang til kommunikationen af rapporteringen.
Undersøgelsen er udført med en social konstruktivistisk tilgang med formål, at forstå
kompleksiteten af kommunikation og forudsætningerne for handlinger, der stimulerer
vidensmægling. Den social konstruktistiske tilgang afspejles i valget af metoder, som
er kvalitativt anlagt. Den kvalitative tilgang til indsamling af data har givet mulighed
for, at identificerer mønstre i cases og til at afdække producenters opfattelse af fordele og
udfordringer ved digitalisering som kommunikationsmiddel i rapporteringen. De benyttede
teorier har informeret undersøgelsen og guidet den analytiske retning ift.

at koble

digitaliseringens kommunikations midler og disse vidensmæglings stimulering.
Gennem studiet af fem nuværende cases af digitaliserede miljøvurderinger har det været
muligt, at identificerer benyttede digitaliserede teknologier og disse vidensmæglings
stimulering. De identificerede digitaliserede teknologier giver mulighed for visualisering
af data og tilpasning af kommunikation. Digitaliserede teknologier til data visualisering
giver mulighed for, at kommunikerer rapporteringen i en mindre kompleks og teknisk
fremkommende måde ift. analog rapportering. I tillæg kan data visualisering frembringe
mere konkrete diskussioner mellem miljøvurderings producenter og brugere da der skabes
nye muligheder for at tilegne sig viden og kritisk at forholde sig til data. Mulighederne for
tilpasning af kommunikation giver miljøvurderingens brugere mulighed for at identificerer
og tilegne sig relevant viden samt at oversætte informationerne til deres kontekst af
interesse.
Gennem belysning fra miljøvurderings producenter er der afdækket forudsete forele og
ulemper ved brugen af digitalisering som kommunikationsmiddel. De forudsete fordele
drejer sig omkring muligheder for, at kommunikerer indhold af rapporteringen på en
konkret måde hvor, at brugerne har mulighed for at udforske informationer af egen
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interesse.

Ydermere, opfattes det som en fordel af kunne tilpasse kommunikationen

således at brugernes interesse imødegåes og urelevant indhold kan undgåes. Sammenholdt
med producenternes muligheder for, at videregive forståelse til brugerne kan der også
fremkomme udfordringer af dette. Det er essentielt, at producenterne overvejer mængden
af tilgængeligt data og hvordan dataen skal kommunikeres. Digitalisering kan i dette
perspektiv også medfører, at brugerne ikke kan navigerer i dataen eller misfortolker det.
For at brugerne af miljøvurderingerne skal kunne benytte digitalisering i rapporteringen er
en vis kapacitet nødvendig. Sammenlignet med analog rapporteringen kan visse grupper
af bruger blive ekskluderet i at bruge rapporteringen fordi de ikke har tilegnet sig den
nødvendige kapacitet. De interaktive aspekter som tilføres rapporteringen ved brugen
af digitalisering kan være i udfordring ifm. at sikre dokumentation af gyldighed. Det er
essentielt, at det kan dokumenteres hvad der er gældende i fremlæggelsen af rapporteringen
til videre brug.
Til videre arbejde med digitalisering af rapportering eller til opstart af dette er der opstillet
nogle generelle anbefalinger til miljøvurderingsproducenter. For at komme i gang med at
benytte digitalisering i rapportering er det fordelagtigt, at skaffe et overblik over mulige
teknologier og disse tilførelse indenfor kommunikation. Dette kan gøre via listet eksempler
i denne rapport eller ved udforskning af eksisterende cases. I tillæg bør der foretages
overvejelser omkring målet for at benytte digitalisering i rapporteringen ift.

valg af

opsætningsmuligheder. Det foreslåes at opsætte rapporteringen enten via en webside
eller ved en platform der tilbyder visse digitaliserede teknologier.

Valg af opsætning

og benyttelse af digitaliserede teknologier bør afspejles ift. hvad producenten mål og
fokusering af rapporteringen er. For at reducerer ekskludering af visse grupper af brugere
kan producenter benytte en kombination af analog og digital rapportering. En sådan
kombination vil give de udfordrede brugere mulighed for, at blive komfortable med at
benytte digitalisering hvor, at en eventuel fremtidig omstilling mulighedvis vil fremkomme
mere problemfrit. For at digitalisering af rapportering af miljøvurderinger skal blive muligt
er det i de enkelte organisationer væsentligt med opbakning og fleksibilitet fra ledelsens
side. På nuværende tidspunkt vil det for producenter være nødvendigt at der bliver afsat
tid og ressourcer til at tilegne den rette viden og erhvervelse af kompetencer. For at
fremskynde mulighederne for tilegnelse af viden og erhvevelse af kompetencer vil det i en
dansk kontekst være fordelagtigt at søge forum for udveksling og udvikling af viden indefor
miljøvurdering og digitalisering.
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This master thesis is produced in the period from the 4. February 2019 to 7. June 2019
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Reading Guidelines
Since this master thesis is prepared in an analog format it contains several hyperlinks
which must be pressed to showcase examples. Therefore, it is advantageously suggested
to read the thesis as a PDF file at a computer with internet connection. Furthermore, it
is suggested to visit the following two websites, which presents cases of digitalized IAs.
The two cases are both investigated in the analysis of this project and by examination of
these cases all identified digitalized technologies will be showcased. A examination of these
cases will provide the users of this master thesis to obtain a understand of the digitalized
aspects which has not been possible to capture in this analog format.
Website for the digitalized case of Royal HaskoningDHV and Rijkwaterstaat:
http://www.theneweis.com
Website for the digitalized case of Rambøll Scotland and the Scottish and Southern Energy
Networks:
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https://rambollglobal.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=5d7cd7763351406db34a8132
The report uses the Harvard method to refer to sources. Meaning that the references are
written as [Last Name, Year]. All references can be found in the bibliography at the end
of the report, sorted in alphabetical order. If the reference is placed before a sentence,
it applies as a reference to the corresponding sentence. If the reference is placed after
a sentence, it is a valid reference to all sentences from the previous reference. Figures,
paragraphs and tables are numbered according to the chapter in which they are included,
e.g. Chapter 1, Section 1.1, Figure 1.1.
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Abbreviations
The abbreviations page is alphabetically listed with words and explanations you will
encounter in this text.
Abbreviations
GIS: Geographical Information System
EIA: Environmental Impact Assessment
IA: Impact Assessment
SA: Strategic Assessment
SEA: Strategic Environmental Assessment
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Introduction

Communication is first step towards actions, and within environmental issues, actions
are essential in order to decrease impacts on environmental conditions [Holgaard, 2003].
Environmental communication is both a activity that everyone can take part of, and a
field which professional communicators are shaping [Cox, 2016]. Communication around
the environment is in itself an area of study and an important practice in public life [Cox,
2016] where coordinated and strategic planning are needed in order to address the growing
environmental issues which the world is facing [Holgaard, 2003].
Lakoff [2010] and Cox [2016] emphasizes how the communication around the environment
matters, since the communication influence understandings and how to take action. Our
understanding of the environment and our actions depends not only on science but also
public debate, medias, internet and ordinary conversations [Cox, 2016]. It is recognized
that different arenas of thoughts facilitates communication around the environment shaping
understandings and making sense in relation to their attachment of value and meaning
[Cox, 2016; Breemann et al., 2009]. Furthermore, cultural perception created by common
understandings and fundamental assumptions about the environment can also influence the
communication around the environment [Entmann, 1993]. By acknowledging the influence
of environmental communication the aspect of communication around the environment is
becoming more and more important since the stakes becomes greater and diverse efforts
are needed [Cox, 2016].
In general, environmental problems often generate high amounts of controversy [Tyson
and Unson, 2006].

Environmental problems are often complex and therefore by its

nature complex to address and communicate [The European Environment Agency, 2016].
However, not all environmental problems raises the same amount of controversy and receive
attention on the political scale or by the public. Whether a environmental problem receives
policy attention or not can influence our communication around the environment since our
understandings of the problem and attitude gets influenced [Cox, 2016; Engström et al.,
2008]. Particular emphasis on problem topics and tone within policy may facilitate the
spread of a certain conception of a problem and what is acceptable [Breemann et al., 2009].
The arena of policy-making is therefore an important one to consider, since that arena can
deliver action [Goldfeld, n.d.]. However, it is argued that in order for an environmental
problem to get on the agenda for decision-making, political commitment has to be existing
together with scientific data and evidence [Engström et al., 2008].
1
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Over the last two and a half decades there has been an acceleration of research within
environmental management with the aim of guiding theory and practice. Despite that
acceleration of knowledge the existence of a great amount of scientific data is not enough
since the effectiveness of environmental management also depends on how the knowledge,
and with who the knowledge is exploited. [Fazey et al., 2012] If producers of scientific
knowledge do not manage to communicate and focus their problem agenda and knowledge
to policy- and decision-makers, the environmental problem will be constrained in receiving
attention on the policy agenda [Breemann et al., 2009] and the knowledge will not be fully
exploited for action [Fazey et al., 2012]. For knowledge about an environmental topic to
generate action, it is essential that there is interaction between the producer and user of
the knowledge.
Transferring knowledge from one arena of thoughts to another can be a complex process.
In order for research to turn into action, the scientific arena for evidence needs to be linked
to arenas for policymakers and practice. [Ward et al., 2009] Within the field of environment
linking between science and policy are important to understand the environmental
situation, values and urgency [Science for Environment Policy, 2016].

Nonetheless,

especially in the environmental field, where problems are beset by uncertainties, complexity
and where problems are publicly contested, scientific knowledge cannot be the only link to
the policy arena [Partidário and Sheate, 2012]. Bridging between the arenas for producers
of environmental knowledge and users of environmental knowledge is a critical mean of
facilitating foundation for identification of issues, solving of problems, and promotion of
evidence-informed decision-making [Goldfeld, n.d.] to enhance environmental management
and sustainability [Fazey et al., 2012]. This process of bridging and transferring knowledge
is a dynamic activity known as knowledge brokering [Partidário and Sheate, 2012].
Researchers has through the recent years increasingly put emphasize on the effective
role of impact assessments (IAs) likely to be stronger if performed as a socio-political
instrument, rather than simply informative and knowledge-based [Sheate and Partidário,
2009; Partidário and Sheate, 2012]. IAs can contribute, to strengthen the link between
science and policy arenas, by having potential to promote knowledge brokering [Sheate and
Partidário, 2009]. Sheate and Partidário [2009] and Partidário and Sheate [2012] argue that
the transdisciplinary context created by IAs as well as the techniques used in IAs can act as
platforms for facilitating link between arenas through knowledge creation and transference
and exchange of knowledge among stakeholders, in order to promote learning processes.
Sheate and Partidário [2009] touch upon the fact, that IAs require new forms of
handling information and knowledge together with new opportunities for engagement and
interaction in order for IAs to be stimulated as knowledge brokers. Nonetheless, the
world is in the midst of a transition towards a digital society, where the pace of the
transformation is increasing minute by minute [OECD, 2018]. Accompanying, the digital
transition is the development of technologies, which have already radically changed ways
2
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of communicating, working, etc. [OECD, 2019]. Furthermore, it can be expected that
the digital transformation still evolves and will result in further introduction of a range of
new technologies [OECD, 2017]. The possibilities provided by the continuing technological
development also create an increasing demand of digitalization and utilization of digitalized
technologies [Chung et al., 2015]. Even though, some digitalized technologies have been
embraced in IA practice, there is still a desire of delivering reporting as more interactive,
quicker, transparent, concise and accessible with the aim of making decision-making more
rapid and efficient [Howard, 2017].
This master thesis argues, that for communication around the environment in IAs to
stimulate knowledge brokering, new opportunities for communication and expressing
knowledge and information are needed.

Accompanying, is acknowledgement of

digitalization and embrace of new technologies in IAs can provide new opportunities
and challenges for the communication around the environment. This master thesis aims
at investigating digitalization as means to strengthen the communication around the
environment in IAs, and change the circumstances for IAs to stimulate for knowledge
brokering.

3

2

IA as an arena for
communication

This chapter presents the arena for environmental communication in which IA operates.
Furthermore, the dual dimensional nature of IAs will be introduced with the purpose to
outline the role of IA as a instrument.

2.1

Communicative interplay

Stories about the environment and its conditions surrounds us daily, and takes part
of society’s environmental communication [Cox, 2016]. Communicating environmental
affairs reflects attitude about the environment all the times [Cox, 2016] and disseminate
communication for debate [Meisner, 2015]. The communication around the environment
matters, since the communication shapes understandings and following how action is taken
[Lakoff, 2010; Cox, 2016]. The stakes of the environment is becoming more and more critical
whereby it is of great importance how environmental knowledge is communicated for action
to be taken since stakes becomes greater and diverse efforts are needed. Communication
around the environment covers the many ways in which citizens, businesses, the public
sector, interest groups, professionals etc.

raise concerns and influence the decisions

which are made by decision makers. [Cox, 2016] In this master thesis the arena where
environmental decision are made is used as a arena to encompass sub arenas involved
in the communication, although these sub arenas often are found to be their own arena.
Figure 2.1 reflects the interplay between four sub arenas represented in the arena for
environmental communication and which actors who can appear in the sub arenas.

5
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Figure 2.1: Arena for environmental communication reflection four sub arenas appearing
in the interplay. The boxes for each sub arena shows actors who can be present in the sub
arenas.

As figure 2.1 reflects the arena where the environment is communicated and where decisions
are made is constituted by interplay between different interests and values communicated
from different sub arenas. Furthermore, environmental problems are often complex with
many factors which contributes to the problems being anything else than straightforward
to tackle [Rinfret and Pautz, 2019] and therefore by its nature complex to address and
communicate [The European Environment Agency, 2016]. However, it is important that
the sub arenas manage to communicative interact in order to facilitate foundation for
identification of issues, solving of problems, and promotion of evidence-informed decision
making [Goldfeld, n.d.]. More specific, it is argued that for a environmental problem to
raise attention in the political arena and action to be taken, the political arena need to
be linked with arenas producing information and knowledge about the problem [Engström
et al., 2008].
One arena where information and knowledge about the environment is produced is the
technical arena where scientific knowledge and data is produced by professionals [Science
for Environment Policy, 2016]. The technical arena has over the last two and a half decades
been important in an acceleration of research and data within environmental management
providing foundation for guiding theory and practice [Fazey et al., 2012]. The main purpose
of environmental decision-making is to achieve protection, conservation and management
of the environment. However, this can only be achieved if evidence and information is
presented to the political arena accompanying opinions and perspectives from interested
parties and affected stakeholders [Hansen, 2004].
6
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Impact Assessment (IA) is an example of procedures, which operates within the
communicative interplay showcased in figure 2.1. IA covers procedures of identifying
future consequences of an proposed and current actions.

There are a spectrum of

impact assessment forms considering effects at different level such as programme, plans
or project. According to IAIA (International Association for Impact Assessment) the
concept of environment in IAs has evolved from a focus on biophysical components into
a wider focus also including biological, physical-chemical, visual, cultural and socioeconomic components of the environment.

In addition, IA by its ex-anted nature

provides a relevant governance aspect by the provision of information about environmental
effects prior to decision-making, raising awareness and potential to influence design of
proposed action [Lyhne et al., 2015]. Thereby, IA can be an important tool to integrate
environmental and social issues into development decision-making, as well as a tool to
address public participation and good governance issues. [International Association for
Impact Assessment, 2019]

2.2

A institutional procedure linked to decisionmaking process

IA has a dual nature, with it own methodological approaches. One dimension is as an
institutional procedures, which as mentioned is linked to decision-making processes of
an proposed development action. This dimension reflects the context where IA operates
and IAs instrumental role [OECD, n.d.]. Nonetheless, IA also has another dimension
as a technical tool for analysis of the consequences of a proposed development action,
providing information to stakeholders and decision-makers [International Association for
Impact Assessment, 2019].
The nature of IA facilitates an aid to decision-making and provides the systematic
examination of environmental implications of a proposed action, and considered
alternatives, before a decision is made [International Association for Impact Assessment,
2019]. The provision of an IA report allows decision-makers to consider the provided
information along with other information related to the proposed activity such as
information from public participation [Cashmore et al., 2012]. The IA does not substitute
decision-making, it can help clarify trade-offs, which should lead to a more informed
foundation for decision-making [Elling, 2009a]. Thereby, the process has potential to
be used as a base for negotiation and to create common ground between interested or
affect parties, developer and the planning authority. IA can be an aid to formulation
of development actions, considering areas where the proposed action can be changed
or modified to mitigate or eliminate adverse environmental impacts. [Holgaard, 2002]
Given that IA facilitates an aid to decision-making the messages of an IA must be
7
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communicated in a matter by which the messages is perceived by others in the interplay
of the environmental communication. With this in mind producers of IA must possess
capacity to use language that is understood by the other sub arenas in the interplay,
something which can be a difficulty in practice [Partidário, 2019].
As reflected IAs operates within a arena where the decision-making also need to consider
other values and interests whereby the consideration of environmental impacts will be a
trade-off and prioritization with other interests [Kørnøv and Thissen, 2000]. Development
actions can have a wide range of environmental impacts, affecting different groups of society
[Glasson and Therivel, 2019]. Developers may see IA as a hurdle before they can proceed
their proposed activity, and a time consuming process. However, the process can provide
the developer with a framework for considering design and location issues in parallel with
environmental issues [Glasson and Therivel, 2019].
With the view on IAs as having two dimensions, the most well-established form of IA
is environmental impact assessment (EIA), which since its introduction in 1960s has
been adopted as a legally based decision-assistance instrument to assess environmental
implications of proposed development. Some systems of EIA constrains the analysis of
impacts to focus on biophysical aspects of the environment while others include economic
and social impacts. Other forms of IA focus on specific types of impact such as social
impact assessments or health impact assessment. However, these forms of IAs focusing of
specific types of impacts are generally not embedded in legal frameworks as is the case for
EIA and strategic impact assessment (SEA) in most countries. [International Association
for Impact Assessment, 2019] In a European context the system of preparing SEA and
EIA are both framed through EU directives [The European Parliament and The Council
of the European Union, 2014a,b]. The directives requires an assessment of the effects of
certain plans, programmes and projects, which are likely to have significant effects on the
environment. These assessment are procedural based where IAIAs adopted definition is
“the process of identifying, predicting, evaluating and mitigating the biophysical, social,
and other relevant effects of development proposals prior to major decisions being taken
and commitments made” [International Association for Impact Assessment, 2019].

2.3

Key participants in IA

As mentioned some systems of preparing IA, being SEA and EIA are in an European
context framed through EU directives, thereby obligating facilitating of a process where
certain projects, plans or programmes, are made on the base of debate, where all interested
parties have the right to participate [The European Parliament and The Council of the
European Union, 2014a,b]. Thereby, there are different parties in an IA process, which
can be recognized as IA producers. However, the ownership of the decision whether to
8
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approve of refuse the proposed development belongs to certain decision-makers. [Elling,
2016] Through an IA process there are several parties involved, both from the local
community and the planning side. The involvement of the actors can vary depending
on the proposed development action. By the amended EIA Directive 2014/52/EU and
SEA Directive 2001/42/EC there are established main obligations of the developers and
minimum requirements regarding the content of the assessment and the participation of
the competent authority and the public, whereby involvement of specific producer parties
in certain EIA phases can be expected:
• Developer are influencing from the planning side by being the driver of the proposed
development action and invests. As being a developer they are the actor who has
to provide the IA report, that complies with the requirements set by the respective
directive and potentially further requirements set by their belonging member state.
Data and information delivered by the developer is expected to be complete and of
high quality.
• Competent authority are influencing from the planning side, by ensuring the
construction and planning of the proposed development action comply with the
legal requirements. Therefore, the competent authority are involvement in different
phases, when they have authorizations to set requirements for application and the
EIA report. Furthermore the competent authority are involved in the treatment
of the activities related to the mentioned authorizations.

With the obligation

regarding ensuring compliance with legal requirements and mentioned authorizations
competent authorities are involved in every phases until potential implementation.
• Qualified and competent experts are usually involved in the preparation of the
IA reports where they can be hired by the developer to conduct technical analysis of
the EIA or to prepare the whole EIA. The involved experts has to be qualified and
competent in order to ensure a high level of quality. The involvement of the experts
will depend on decisions made by the developer. However, their involvement can
be expected to revolve around communication regarding the preparation of the EIA
report.
• Public has the opportunity to be involved through participation in the taken of
certain decisions. The public can be considered to cover associations, one or more
natural or legal persons, organizations and groups. The participation enables the
public to express concerns and opinions, which may be relevant for the certain
decisions. The public has to be informed about details of the competent authority
responsible for taken the decisions, availability of information, the nature of possible
decisions and taken decisions for certain phases. The detailed arrangements for
informing and consulting the public are determinate by each member state.
IAs does not just only involves several participants the involvement does often also revolves
around different backgrounds in fields of social science, planning, architecture, landscape
architecture etc. Each participant can perceive engagement of IA processes with different
9
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purposes, where professionals involved in specific parts of IA processes might perceive it as
a planning and management tool where the public might perceive it as a tool for debate.
[International Association for Impact Assessment, 2019] Figure 2.2 below illustrates where
in an EIA process there occurs communication between the involved participants. Figure
2.2 reflects the key participants involved and how they typical interact in the process.
Potential white paper
Developer

Development of
proposed action and
application

Competent authority

Competent authority

Competent authority
Approval or refusal
of proposed action

Monitoring

Screening decision is
publicly announced
Publicly announced
Developer

Screening

Developer

Competent authority
Politicians

Decision whether to
start a planning
process or not

Developer
Publicly announced

Qualiﬁed experts

Politicians
Draft of IA report

Competent authority

Qualiﬁed experts
Developer

Idea phase

Competent authority

Developer

Qualiﬁed experts

Publicly
announcement of the
proposed action and
IA process and
invitation for ideas
Preparation of the IA

Competent authority

Developer

Scoping
Potential white paper

Competent authority

Competent authority

Potential scoping
opinion

Figure 2.2: Illustration of an EIA process with involvement of participants. The blue
squares reflects the step of an EIA process. The process begins at the blue square in the
left upper corner. The grey squares reflects participants involved and the white squares
reflects the associated action. The arrows reflects the the communication which happens as
part of the involvement. Those white squares where there are publicly announcement also
reflects communication to all interested parties such as the public in the hearing period
for the draft of the EIA report. This figure is made based on requirements from the EIA
Directive [The European Parliament and The Council of the European Union, 2014a].

Figure 2.2 is reflecting processes of EIA, where the involvement of participants are laid
down in the respective EU Directive. It is chosen to reflect the process of EIA since, that
is the must well established type of IA Glasson and Therivel [2019] and since there are
specific requirements of phases where parties needs to have opportunity to participate. As
figure 2.2 illustrates there can happen communication throughout the process from the
project application until the approval or refusal of the project. It should be noticed, that
figure 2.2 illustrates an linearly EIA process, where the process in practice can be more
complex and can vary for each project. In practice there might occur more communication
between participants than illustrated and some phases it might be necessary to perform
iterative. Furthermore, the communication between participants also depends on how
involved each participant are e.g. it can differ how involved qualified and competent
experts as consultants are involved in a specific project [Holgaard, 2002].
Moreover, communication around environmental values and impacts in IA processes
can occur through the IA report with point of reference in the reporting of findings
10
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The communication of reporting can be challenging attributable to the

multidisciplinary nature of IAs. The interpretation of environmental problems can differ
a lot if not communicated adequately.

Communicating environmental reporting are

a complex challenge since participants constitutes different levels of expertise of those
producing and using the presented information. [Kakonge, 2013]
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3

IA in a technical
perspective

This chapter illuminate the technical dimension of IA by presenting process and purpose
of preparing IA. Lastly, current issues within the communication of IAs is reflected.

3.1

Process and purposes

SEA and EIA constitutes systematic ex-anted processes which examines the environmental
consequences of development proposals.

Planners have traditionally assessed impacts

of developments on the environment, but not in such a systematic, holistic and
multidisciplinary way which is required by SEA and EIA [Glasson and Therivel, 2019].
The processes involves a number of different steps which facilitates that information about
a proposed development actions’ likely environmental impacts are collected, analyzed,
assessed and presented [Christensen et al., 2004]. Figure 3.1 illustrates key steps of an IA
process, such as SEA and EIA, which systems includes a broad concept of environment.
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Figure 3.1: Key steps of SEA and EIA process. This figure is made based on the
requirements laid down in the respective EU Directives of SEA and EIA. [The European
Parliament and The Council of the European Union, 2014b,a]

It should be noticed that an IA process should be a cyclical process with feedback
interactions between the key steps showed in figure 3.1. Furthermore, public participation
is required, which can be useful at different phases of the process. However, the obligation
to public participation differs whereby some variations in practice can occur 1 .
Dealing with IAs concerns communication, in order to assist the decision-making and being
a qualified base for subsequently actions [Holgaard, 2002]. The ability for the decisionmakers to make valid decisions depends on the quality of the IA information which are
1

E.g. in a Danish context public participation is required in the scoping and in the reporting of an EIA
where public participation in SEA processes is required for the reporting and is voluntary in the scoping
[Miljø- og Fødevareministeriet, 2017].
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used in the IA report and the quality of the IA process [Commission Of The European
Communities, 2009]. However, the ability for the decision-makers to make valid decisions
depends on sense which the decision-makers manage to make of the IA reporting and
the quality of the IA process [Weick, 1995]. It is therefore of great importance that the
analysis, assessment and reporting of the environmental impacts manage to be deciphered
by the decisions-makers and affected parities so they have the opportunity to understand
the impacts and decisions about those impacts.

3.2

Current key issues on communication in IAs

It can seem challenging to manage how to simplify and report impacts on the environment
in a way which makes it possible for each participant, from both the planning and
community side, to deciphered the communicated information [Mushi and Maharaj, 2013].
It is difficult to specify how information in an IA process should be communicated.
Technical assessments may require the use of expert statements and language, which may
not make it possible for non-experts to understand [de Salamanca, 2017]. A common
solution to counteract this challenge is to include the mandatory non-technical summary,
which in Europe are mandatory for SEA and EIA [The European Parliament and The
Council of the European Union, 2014a,b].

Maria Partidário, expert within strategic

approaches to environment, justify the importance of the non-technical summary which
are prepared with the purpose of communication to a general audience. However, M.
Partidário elaborates on that the non-technical summary are also challenged within
communication since it, just as the remaining part of the IA, must address various types
of knowledge [Partidário, 2019]. In addition, the application of IAs involves a deep and
coordinated assessment of a broad environmental concept, which can make it a complex
and comprehensive process [Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment, 2017].
Therefore, the actual length of the IA report and resources spent through the procedure will
naturally vary depending on the complexity and size of the project and the environmental
conditions [Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment, 2010].
A drive for improved quality, combined with a need for evidence-based assessment and
a precautions approach, has resulted in communicative challenges of, especially EIA
reports by time has become long documents consisting of more comprehensive information
[Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment, 2017]. Several studies has through
times expressed concerns about these intentions resulting in EIAs being too broad scoped
and the analysis and assessments being too long and difficult to understand [Arts et al.,
2012; Morgan, 2012].
In addition, an increased complexity of decisions and a wide range of participant who
seeks transparency in IA processes, has further compounded challenges of proportioning
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and making the information understandable for all participant [Institute of Environmental
Management & Assessment, 2017].
IA, especially EIA and SEA are as mentioned carried out in many countries. However,
the reporting are often communicated in a way which could be improved [Kakonge, 2013].
Even though, the reports are made publicly available [Kakonge, 2013], the information of
the IA are not ensured to be articulated and advocated in a way which makes it possible
for the participants to make sense of it [Weick, 1995]. Communication of retorting plays a
crucial role both vertical to e.g. the public and horizontal to e.g. practitioners, authorities
or agencies. The study Kakonge [2013] investigated challenges to communication through
EIA reports where the findings was consistent with three other studies from respectively
1998, 2003 and 2006. The study revealed following factors as issues within communication
through IA reporting:
• the complex, technical forms in which the findings and results are presented
• language barriers, both between different professionals and between professionals and
non-professionals
• lack of availability of the reports for public review
• overreliance on experts in the process
[Kakonge, 2013, p. 4 ]
Notably, these demonstrated issues can be argued to arise from challenges of managing to
communicate to audience with various knowledge. M. Partidário express communication
as one of the big challenges within IA practice, which keeps being a persisting challenge
where the utilization of language is not plain and the IAs do not manage to profile the
right messages. To point out, the final purpose of an IAs revolves around the assessments
of the proposed action and the results and findings of the assessment is message which
must be communicated through an IA. [Partidário, 2019]
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4

IA and development in
communicative means

By this chapter it is attempted to elucidate a evolving perspective within IAs instrumental
role and put emphasis on relevant areas for development. Furthermore, the chapter presents
development of communicative means in IA context.

4.1

IA as more than an informative and knowledgebased instrument

Chapter 2 elucidated upon IAs role in the arena of environmental communication as an
institutional procedure. Communication within the environmental arena provides the
means of making sense around environmental values and impacts and thereby influence the
choices which are performed [Cox, 2016]. Sense-making of the communicated information
and knowledge is therefore the prerequisite for performed actions as for the guidance of
theory and practice. For knowledge about an environmental topic to generate action, the
knowledge must be communicated in a matter which create interaction between producer
and users of knowledge. [Fazey et al., 2012] Producers of knowledge must manage to
communicate and focus their problem agenda and knowledge to decision-makers otherwise
the knowledge about the environmental problem will be constrained in receiving attention
[Breemann et al., 2009] and generate action [Fazey et al., 2012].
Communicating knowledge among produces and users of knowledge can be a complex
process. In order for information and knowledge-based evidence to turn into action, the
producers of evidence needs to be linked to arenas for policymakers and practice. [Ward
et al., 2009] Within the field of environment creating linkage through communication
between producers and users of knowledge are important to understand the environmental
situation, values and urgency [Science for Environment Policy, 2016]. The communication
linking producers of environmental knowledge and users of environmental knowledge is a
critical mean of facilitating foundation for identification of issues, solving of problems, and
promotion of evidence-informed decision-making [Goldfeld, n.d.]. The process of bridging
and transferring knowledge is a dynamic activity known as knowledge brokering [Partidário
and Sheate, 2012], where the communication between the parties are a essential means
[Goldfeld, n.d.]. However, the process of knowledge brokering is recognized as messy and
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complex which is further being challenged by circumstances created in IA context. It is
recognized, that there in IA processes can be multiple disciplinary backgrounds and types
of knowledge [Kakonge, 2013]. Producers and users of IA information and knowledge
can have inhabit different worlds. Whilst producers may revere technical information and
presentation, users want evidence which seems relevant and easy to understand [Ward et al.,
2009]. Knowledge brokering are the interface between the worlds of producers and users,
seen as stimulating the activities behind knowledge transfer, identifying, assessing and
interpreting evidence, facilitating interaction and identifying emerging research questions.
[Ward et al., 2009] It is therefore recognized, that communication in IAs processes must
stimulate knowledge brokering, bridging between the realities of the multiple backgrounds
and to broke information, knowledge and ideas effectively. The real strength of knowledge
brokering is the ability to communicate between different realities [Goldfeld, n.d.].

4.2

Times has changed: a societal perspective

The world is in the midst of a transition towards a digital society [OECD, 2017]. The pace
of the digital transformation has increased in the recent years, where digital technologies
have started to reach almost all individuals in OECD countries [OECD, 2018]. As a
example of people adopting digital devices the number of people with subscriptions on
mobile internet has from 2010 to 2016 increased, from 824.5 million to 3864 million
worldwide [OECD, 2019] and in 2017 where 40% of the worlds population connected
to networks compared to 4% in 1995 [OECD, 2017]. The digital transformation can
impact every area of peoples lives. Technologies and the accompanying development of
technologies have radically changed the way people work, consume and communicate.
[OECD, 2019] The digital transformation is still evolving where a range of new technologies
still can be expected to come [OECD, 2017].
However, digital transformation is not only about the technological development and
increase of digital devises, it is also about the transformation within the society which
need to turn new technologies into opportunities [OECD, 2018]. The merging of the
virtual world and the real world and the impact of digital technologies are urgent themes
[Chung et al., 2015]. On one hand, digital technologies can improve people way of life
as they provide access to more information and service at a reduced cost. On the other
hand, digital technologies entail a risk for inequality in society because they introduce
a divide between those who have the required skills and those who do not. [OECD,
2019] Within the field of environmental management it is believed, that innovation are
needed to deal with the environmental challenges, where application of information and
communication technologies can play an important role [Vickery, 2012].

It needs to

be recognized, that circumstances of society has changed and continue doing it, and
our practices of environmental management needs to adapt [Boag, 2018]. The advent
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of technologies has potential to eliminate communicative barriers between people and
minimizing the gap between non-experts and experts. [Chung et al., 2015] Thereby, it
is important to emphasize that utilization of technologies are a goal in itself but the goal is
how technologies can be used and change the way people communicate [i-SCOOP, 2016].

4.2.1

Development within communicative means

The possibilities provided by the continuing technological development also create a
increasing demand of digitalization and utilization of technologies as means for respectively
availability and communication [Chung et al., 2015].

As a industry, people involved

in the performance of IAs, tend to look into existing tools and have so far not fully
adapted the circumstances of society [Howard, 2017]. A study from 2014, which studied
communication processes in public participation in EIA contexts, reported that approaches
of communication to a large extent where performed by methods as uploading information
to dedicated websites, newsletters and panel- and focus group meetings.

However,

communication which mainly relies on these approaches could result in not all parties,
would have their voices expressed. Based on their results, they concluded that the outcome
of communicating in participation were not up to expectations in relation of today’s
opportunities for communicating since the participation was mainly perceived as passive
communication. [Chung et al., 2015]
Within practice of IA there has been embraced new technologies e.g. ground penetrating
radar for archaeology and high definition aerial video for ornithology etc. However, the
use of technology and software for survey and analyzation has not made its state yet when
it comes to reporting. The reporting is dominated by printed hard copies. Even though,
technologies has been embraced in practice, there still seem to be a desire of delivering IA
reporting as more interactive, quicker, transparent, concise and accessible with the aim of
making decision-making more rapid and efficient. [Howard, 2017]
Recently, experts of IA have started to discuss producing more user-friendly assessments.
The discussion arrives from a call for greater accessibility and transparency which has
resulted in a desire of making information more accessible to decision-makers and actors so
they can be involved and contribute to decision-making [Howard, 2017]. In the light of the
challenges IAs are facing within communicating information and knowledge in conjunction
with the technological opportunities it seems that there need to be a modern approach
to conduct and present IAs. Not reevaluating the approaches to IAs could result in IAs
loosing their relevance and impact [Howard, 2017]. It is anticipated that technologies
for information and communication has potentials for utilization within environmental
management, planning and capacity building. Emphasis is on following potentials which
applies in the context of IAs:
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1. Observation, such as data collection and monitoring
2. Analyzing, such processing data and modelling in understanding of complexity
3. Planning, such as assisting decision-making processes through communication with
stakeholders
4. Capacity building, such as increasing awareness of environmental issues and priorities
or development of analytic skills
[Mushi and Maharaj, 2013]
For the producer domain of IAs, utilization of technologies can provide assistance in being
critical in observation, simulation, and analysis. At the user domain of IAs, utilization
of technologies can provide opportunities to make learning and teaching more effective.
The potential provision for both producer and user domain of IAs revolves around the
environmental complexity which, technologies for information and communication has
potential to simplify and make easier to understand. [Mushi and Maharaj, 2013]
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Research Question

The following chapter have the aim of identifying the core of the problem subject to be
dealt with in the report, in terms of establishing research question and accompanying sub
questions. Furthermore, the projects delimitation’s and contribution to existing knowledge
will be presented.
Communicating around the environment matters, since the communication influence how
sense about impacts and values is made and becomes the prerequisite for taken action.
Communicating around environmental impacts and values are of great importance in order
to understand situations and urgency and thereby to enhance environmental management
and sustainability. Nonetheless, it is recognized that problems within the environmental
field are beset by uncertainties and complexity and the problems are publicly contested.
Therefore, it is stated to be critical that communication between producers and users of
environmental knowledge is facilitated through active communication processes in order
to create foundation for identification of issues, solving of problems, and promotion
of evidence-informed decision-making. However, this requires communicative bridging
between different arenas of the environmental communication which each can have
communication fitted to their belonging arena whereby the facilitating of sense-making
and taken action can be challenged.
IA are a procedural instrument known to facilitate an aid to decision-making by
provision of a systematic examination of environmental implication of a proposed
development action. By IAs dual nature it is also acknowledged as a instrument operating
within a communicative arena incorporating different participants values and interests.
Operating within this arena provides IA with a instrumental potential to act as bridger
of environmental knowledge through communicative linkage of realities of knowledge
producers and users. However, to reach fulfillment of this potential current issues within
IA producers sense-giving to IA users needs to countered.
It is acknowledged that the development of technologies provides opportunities to change
the way people communicate and that adaptation of technologies has potential to minimize
gaps between non-experts and experts. Within utilization of technologies in IA practice
some newer technologies has already been embraced.

Nonetheless, the utilization of

digitalized technologies has not made its state yet when it comes to reporting where it
is a practical desire to deliver reporting in a more rapid and efficient way. Therefore, this
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master thesis seeks to investigate digitalization as communicative means in IA processes to
stimulate bridging between realities of IA producers and IA user. The research is conducted
on the base of following research question:
How can digitalization strengthen communication around environmental
impacts and values in IA reporting, and what circumstances for practice are
required to change to use digitalization in design of IAs as an instrument to
stimulate knowledge brokering?
In order to answer the research question there has been established three associated sub
questions. In order to investigate how digitalization can strengthen the communication it
is found necessary to collect experiences of digitalization of IAs for the purpose of creating
a point of reference. The purpose of the first sub question is to investigate current practice
and research of digitalization in IAs and thereby describe state of the art on digitalization
in IAs:
1. What is state of the art on digitalization in IAs and which experiences are essential in
future adoption of digitalization?
Second sub question considers investigation of foreseen benefits and challenges for parties
involved in IA processes. It is found relevant to identify foreseen benefits and challenges
to create a reference of what digitalization in IAs should take into consideration:
2. Which benefits and challenges do producers of IAs foresee, adopting digitalization in IA
practice?
The last sub questions build upon the information obtained through the investigation for
the two previous sub questions. The obtained information are used as a foundation for
recommendations of the future work and development within digitalization in IAs:
3. How can the foreseen challenges of utilizing digitalization in design of IAs as instrument
for knowledge brokering be overcome?
The purpose of this study is to create knowledge of current experiences of digitalization in
IAs, thereby represent a point of reference for further work and development. This master
thesis therefore contribute to the existing research on digitalization in IAs constituting
a state of the art review. Furthermore, the knowledge created in this master thesis can
contribute to the discussion of IAs as instruments facilitating knowledge brokering, rather
than simply being informative and knowledge-based. Likewise, illuminating challenges of
digitalization as means for stimulation of knowledge brokering.
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Scope of research

The communication around IA reporting involves different parties, where each contributing
party can have their own perception of “good” communication. Communication between
different parties can occur in different phases of an IA, both as a part of the preparation
of the report and in the communication of the reporting. There are several different
parties involved in the production and utilization of IA reporting, see figure 5.1. Figure
5.1 illustrates an example of parties which can take part of the communication, which in
this example are overall divided into communication occurring for the preparation of the
reporting and communication occurring in the reporting. However, it should be noticed
that the communication between parties can differentiate from each IA also depending on
how much not obligated parties take part of the communication. For this master thesis it
is chosen to focus the investigation at the communication occurring in the IA report since
the report is a key element for all parties who takes part of the communication, see figure
5.1.

Figure 5.1: Reflection of parties involved in the communication which occurs through IA
processes. The funnel illustrates parties involved for the preparation of the IA reporting
and the circles in the bottom illustrates parties involved in the communication of the IA
reporting. It should be noticed, that it can differs where in the process parties takes part
of the communication and how much.

As figure 5.1 reflects several parties are involved in the communication occurring on the
producers and users domains of an IA. The scope of the communication investigated is
the communication which occurs through the IA report with the users of the IAs. It
is chosen to investigate the producers strengthen of communication since the producers
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are those taking part of the preparation of the IA reporting and influencing the sensegiving to the users. Thereby the scope of the parties taken part of the communication
concerns how IA producers by utilization of digitalization as means for communication
can strengthen sense giving of reporting for users of IAs. Communication as a term covers
a broad spectrum of different types of communication from a passive type as being oneway communication until a active type where communication is understood as occurring
between parties as a two-way interaction. The master thesis concerns digitalization as
means to strengthen the communication and the stimulation of knowledge brokering
activities whereby communication is understood as a procedural relation between producer
and user.
Digitalization as being means for communication, can in a broad way cover the process of
describing information through the utilization of a digitalized technology in a formatted
way [i-SCOOP, 2016]. This means that digitalization covers the process of converting
analog material into digital formats and the representation of the material by the utilization
of a digital technology. By adopting this understanding converting an IA into digital
format is not in it self considered to be digitalization in the context of this master
thesis. Nonetheless, utilization of digitalized technologies presented in an digital IA will be
considered as digitalization. However, that understanding of digitalization does still cover
a broad spectra of digitalized technologies and their requirement of interaction in order to
be utilized [Orenstein, 2018].
Knowledge brokering can occur in both the IA producers and users domains and also
between these domains. The key of knowledge brokering in context of this master thesis is
through means from the producer domain to stimulate development of knowledge brokering
activities, which can minimize the potential gap between IA producers and users, see
figure 5.1. The understanding of knowledge brokering is as established in section 6.1.3
underpinned by knowledge management, linkage and exchange and capacity building. The
spectra of evaluating stimulation of knowledge brokering activities is therefore also wide.
The activities stimulating development of knowledge brokering activities are considered
to be four activities, which in total covers aspects of knowledge management, linkage and
exchange and capacity building. The four selected activities are presented in chapter 6.1
section 6.1.3.
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Research design

This chapter presents the design of this master thesis providing an overview of the linkages
between research question, theory, methodology and the empirical work. Section 6.1, 6.2
and 6.3 presents respectively the choices of theories, analytic framework and methodological
approaches, which are applied in order to answer the research question.
Figure 6.1 introduce how the research are been conducted by an illustration of the linkage
between research question and the application of theories and methodology. In relation to
the scientific base of research it is recognized that for a social constructivist approach it
is possible to apply both quantitative and qualitative methods for data collection [Esmark
et al., 2005]. This master thesis uses a qualitative research approach and the data collection
will be done through qualitative methods. The argument for this is that it is wanted to
generate knowledge about how individual IA producer and users’ circumstances for sensegiving and sense-making are affected by digitalization and thereby how digitalization affects
the circumstances for knowledge brokering activities. In relation to the social constructivist
approach is it a desire to illuminate the complexity of communication around environmental
impacts and values and provision of sense-making of environmental reporting. Therefore,
it is emphasized as important to illuminate aspects of this complexity from both IA
practitioners and developers as being producers.
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Figure 6.1: A overview of the linkages between the research question, applied theories
and methodological approaches.

As figure 6.1 illustrates it is necessary to apply theories of communication process and
knowledge brokering in order to answer the research question. The basic components
of a communication IA process deals with the principles and methods by which sense
is stimulated in the mind of an IA user. In translation of the components into an IA
context the theory of communication provides an understanding of where in a process to
strengthen circumstances for stimulation of sense. The theory of sense-making provides
a theoretical link between the circumstances for giving and making sense and following
actions. Applying sense-making makes it possible to understand, that if circumstances for
making sense of IA reporting is changed then circumstances for actions upon the reporting
is also changed. Knowledge brokering in an instrumental context will be utilized as a
theoretical reference for what digitalization as communicative means should enable. Figure
6.2 below shows the linkage of the applied theories and the empirical work.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of how the applied theories are utilized in relation to each other.
Component of IA processes reflects the component from the theory of communication
process which are chosen for further investigation. Circumstances for actions reflects,
that the sense which is giving and made from the component becomes the circumstances
for knowledge brokering activities. Action as knowledge brokering reflects the processes
following the sense-making, which revolves around four characteristic activities for
knowledge brokering.

By figure 6.2 the provision of an overview of how the theories are thought to be linked
should provide foundation for understanding the theoretical focus laid out in following
sections. Further elaboration of the theoretic application in relation to the analytic work
is presented in section 6.2.

6.1

Scientific base of research and applied theories

This section explains the theoretical base of research, which is social constructivism. In
addition, the following sections also presents the applied theories where it will be covered
how the theories has been relevant within the context of the master thesis.

6.1.1

Social constructivism to understand communication

By this subsection it is attempted to reflect upon the choice of scientific approach for this
master thesis, which consist of social constructivism. The scientific approach functions as
the background of how the research has been produced and therefore reflects the preconditions
for applied methodology.
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A social constructivist approach has been utilized in the process of proceeding knowledge in
this research. The scientific approach of social constructivism revolves around, how reality
in some degree always should be understood as a social construction and how language
shapes peoples opportunity and ability of acknowledge the world. Social constructivism
emphasize the relation between people, and the core is that “relality” is created by peoples
interaction and through the way reality is articulated. The understanding of reality is
therefor always created in unity and not individually as a reflection of the importance of
language. Furthermore, it is within this constructed reality, that knowledge is proceeded
and peoples perceptions of the world and understandings are created. [Holm, 2018] The
majority of research within the field of planning is done due to a desire for change or to
support the current state [Farthing, 2016]. This support the approach that research is
influenced by understandings and how things are articulated, which research also should
be, since it takes part of shaping the development of the world.
This master thesis seeks to investigate strengthening of communication in IAs processes
by utilizing digitalization, and which circumstances that are required to change for IAs to
be stimulated as instrument for knowledge brokering. Environmental communication and
making sense out of environmental reporting are understood as a social construction, which
is shaped by the interactions and articulations of involved parties. This is a limitation,
which in this research is acknowledged and accepted. Having assumptions about the world
as the background of the research, has been reflected in the shaping of the ontology for
the research.
According to the social constructivist approach it is not considered possible to reach
a objective truth, since the way knowledge and sense are made and used will refer to
the social constructed reality [Holm, 2018]. Through the investigation of communication
in this research, there is not considered to be a objective truth about communication
processes, but a acknowledge of knowledge and perceptions being based on available sense
made of phenomenons created by social constructions. In addition, it is understood, that
research cannot be objective since the research takes part within the created reality [Holm,
2018]. One argument of having a social constructivist approach to research is that if the
researcher had a completely open mind, the researcher would not know where to start and
what to observe. Since social constructivism acknowledge reality as a construction, it is
also necessary to be critical of the approach. Having social constructivism as scientific
base of research includes, that the strengthening of communication and circumstances
for stimulation of knowledge brokering, potentially could have been different if other
parties had been involved and the giving sense had been different. Nonetheless, social
constructivism makes it possible to critical reflect upon the ways that parties by interaction
and articulation maintains a social construction of communication. Reflecting critical upon
this is the first step towards potentially changing this construction, whereby this research
still have relevance, since it contributes to discussion.
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Communication process: stimulation of sense

This subsection presents the basic components of communication theory and describe how
a simple communication process applies in an IA context. In addition, it is explained
how the theoretical aspect of perception is related to actions. The purpose of the applying
a theoretical extension is to present a link of how the strengthening of sense-giving can
strengthen the circumstances of knowledge brokering activities. Grounded in the theory of
sense-making it is attempted to present the concept of sense-giving and explains how the
concept is pragmatic applied in this master thesis.
In general communication theory deals with the principles and methods by which
information is conveyed, and seeks to understand all the perspectives of communication.
Communication theory seeks to explain the nature of interactions and patterns which
emerge in connection. [McCroskey, 2001] claims, that communication is the base of all
human activity whereby it in general is necessary to interact with others. In general
communication can be defined as: “the process of one person stimulating meaning in the
mind of another by means of a message.” [McCroskey, 2001, p. 21].
In the context of this master thesis the communication process emphasize how the
producers and users of IA reporting encode and decode the expressed information and
how producers distribute IA information. The view of the communication in IA processes
are thereby perceived as a process by which the producers of IAs affects the users sensemaking of the IA. Therefore, it is found necessary to learn about the conditions involved
in expressing environmental information in an IA process in order to master it.
[Fiske, 1990] argues that, there are basic components occurring in a communication process
no matter what. The basic, general components in communication processes were laid
down in Shannon and Weavers’ model from 1949 [Brodersen, 2008]. The basic components
in all communication at the simplest level covers: an information source, a producer of
information, a medium to carry out the information, a user of the information and a
destination. Figure 6.3 below illustrates the basic components of communication in an IA
context.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the basic components in communication processes translated
into an IA context.

It should be noticed, that figure 6.3 illustrates a general process of communication in a
IA context on a simple level. However, the model provides a clear overview of a simple
communication process making it easy to understand more complex IA communication
situations. The relation of the basic components of communication processes into an
IA context provides the opportunity to limit the focus when investigating digitalizations
strengthening of communication. Digitalization could strengthening the communication
around environmental impacts and values in different phases of an IA process. However,
adoption of digitalization as communication will occur on the IA producers domain in figure
6.3, which will be from the preparation of the IA scoping until reporting and distribution.
From issues revealed in chapter 4 it is found relevant to investigate how digitalization can
strengthening the communication in the presentation of IA report and distribution through
medium which are known as IA reporting.
As mentioned, the theoretical aspect of communication theory deals with the principles
and methods by which information is conveyed and stimulate sense. Together with the
translation of the basic components into an IA context, communication in IA processes
are reflected at a very simple level. This master thesis seeks to investigate strengthening
of the communication, which happens through the reporting with a focus on convey of
information and sense stimulation. Applying, the theoretical aspect of communication
theory would result in a analysis which where narrowed to focus on how specific digitalized
technologies are perceived and stimulate meaning. However, this master thesis also seeks to
investigate IA as instrument for knowledge brokering, which deals with way more complex
communication situations, where a focus on the processes which happens between involved
parties are needed. Therefore, it is found necessary to supplement the theoretical aspect
of basic communication with a link to a theoretical understanding of how perception and
sense stimulation relates to circumstances for action.
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Sense-making and sense-giving: a prerequisite for action
The concept of sense-making covers the process by which people make sense of a situation
in order to act in it. According to Weick [1995] the process of sense-making revolves
around how individuals interpret information presented to them and how they interpret
past experiences in order to understand and create sense. The way individuals interpret
information and past experiences is essential for the sense which will be created. Making
sense of a given situation is a fundamental force in order to make actions. Sense-making
encompasses more than interpretation since it concerns how individuals make retrospective
sense of the situations in which they find themselves and their creations.

Thereby,

individuals make sense of situations by seeing a world they already imposed what they
believe. [Weick, 1995] In the context of this master thesis sense-making adds knowledge
about how IA reporting interact with the users and how these users make sense of the
reporting. It provides a pragmatic understanding of how perception and stimulation of
sense relates to circumstances for action.
Weick [1995] describes sense-making from a cognition oriented perspective about how
interaction processes may lead to creation of shared sense. Gioia and Chittipeddi [1991]
builds further upon the theoretical aspect of sense-making, describing interactions from a
action oriented perspective. For this master thesis Gioia and Chittipeddi [1991] adds a
important aspect of the concept sense-giving aiming to highlight processes of attempting
to influence sense-making and sense construction of others. Following the process of sensemaking where sense about IA reporting is made, the process where sense is passed on
and disseminated constitutes sense-giving. Therefore, it should be understood that sensegiving covers an opportunity for IA producers to articulate and advocate findings and
results for the IA users leading to sense-making activity by the users. It should be noticed,
that sense-making and sense-giving can take place in different phases of an IA process
and by different involved parties. Figure 6.4 provides a simplified illustration of where
sense-making and sense-giving occurs in IA processes within the context emphasized in
section 6.1.2.

Figure 6.4: Illustration of how sense-making and sense-giving can occur in an IA context
and thereby how the influence the circumstances for knowledge brokering activities.
The theoretical understanding of sense-making and sense-giving emphasizes if it is possible
to improve the communicative means of how IA reporting is passed on and if it is possible
for IA producers to strengthen the sense-making for the IA users. The research of this
master thesis posed for the exploration of the research question that the communication
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in IA processes needs new opportunities to communicate reporting, which is a reflection
of a problem operation in between IA as a technical tool and social actions which are
being taken on the base on sense made from the IA reporting. The core of the application
of sense-making and sense-giving theory is to emphasize how the giving sense, which is
influenced by the sense-making, is a prerequisite for action.

6.1.3

Knowledge brokering: activities between parties

The aim of this subsection is to explain the understanding of knowledge brokering
underpinned by theories of knowledge management, linkage and exchange and capacity
building. Explanation of knowledge brokering, allow for further exploration in the context
of impact assessments.
Theories of knowledge management and knowledge brokering is a emerging field [Sheate
and Partidário, 2009]. Ward et al. [2009] uses theories of knowledge management, linkage
and exchange and capacity building for underpinning knowledge brokering. These available
mentioned theories emphasize dissemination of knowledge, linkage and exchange and the
ability to interpret and use knowledge, which combined can conceptualize a understanding
of knowledge brokering [Ward et al., 2009]. Knowledge brokering covers the concept
of bringing people together, building relationships, uncover needs, and share ideas and
evidence. It can be understood as the activities that makes transferring of knowledge
more effective. Through the creation of relationships and networks for sharing research
and ideas, knowledge brokering can stimulate innovation and supporting evidence-based
decision-making by encouraging the connections that ease knowledge transfer. [Canadian
Health Services Research Foundation, 2003] Knowledge brokering can be defined as:
“ one of the human forces behind knowledge transfer. It’s a dynamic activity that goes
well beyond the standard notion of transfer as a collection of activities that helps move
information from a source to a recipient.”
[Sheate and Partidário, 2009, p. 279]
This adopted definition moves beyond a linear understanding of knowledge transfer into
a two-way of multiple way of of connecting units or persons [Partidário and Sheate,
2012].

The process of transferring knowledge into action is recognized as a complex

but important process where persons from each unit often speaks their own technical
language [Ward et al., 2009].

Knowledge brokering can be used as one approach to

support a active communication of knowledge and stimulate an increase in the transferring
into practice and action [Ward et al., 2009]. With a focus on linkage and exchange,
transferring ideas from one unit or person to another, knowledge brokering can create
an environment where innovation and learning is stimulated. Taking the understanding
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further, knowledge brokering can be seen as a process that stimulates creation of new
knowledge by linking producers and users of knowledge, helping to identify issues, and
encouraging to collaboration on problem solving. [Canadian Health Services Research
Foundation, 2003]
In this master thesis, knowledge brokering is perceived as being occurring in IA processes,
by the transdisciplinary context created by IAs and through the techniques used e.g.
participative stakeholder engagement, network analysis etc. [Sheate and Partidário, 2009].
However, based on the highlights through chapter 3 and 4 it is concluded, that for IAs
to be stimulated as an instrument promoting knowledge brokering, new forms of handling
knowledge and new opportunities for communication are required.
There are different studies, which emphasize knowledge brokers as individual intermediaries
who manage to bridge between knowledge sources [Ward et al., 2009; Canadian Health
Services Research Foundation, 2003; Goldfeld, n.d.].

It is recognized that knowledge

brokering involves different activities revolving around knowledge transfer, linkage and
exchange, and capacity building where utilization of instruments for facilitation has shown
to be of great benefit [Leino et al., 2017]. Bornbaum et al. [2015] establish ten descriptions
covering activities of knowledge brokering based on investigation of knowledge brokers as
individuals. The following four activity descriptions has been selected for application in
this research:
• Identify and obtain relevant information
• Facilitate development of analytic and interpretive skills
• Prepare knowledge products and syntheses to users
• Support communication and information sharing
[Bornbaum et al., 2015]
It has been chosen to focus on activities covered by the mentioned four descriptions.
In total these selected activities covers aspects of knowledge brokering being knowledge
management, linkage and exchange and capacity building. The activity of identifying
and obtaining relevant information concerns identifying local needs and project scope in
relation to the environment. It can be understood as the ability to define problems or
questions with the purpose of identifying how the information is relevant and useful. It
can stimulate capacity building by interpretation and critically appraise the information.
Facilitating development of analytic and interpretive skills can be understood as activities
which aims at enhancing evidence-informed decision-making and practice, develop critical
appraisal skills, increase understanding of knowledge transfer processes and enhance
technical skills.

It furthermore covers provision of learning opportunities.

Preparing

knowledge products and syntheses to users concerns preparing knowledge products e.g.
reports, presentations, fact sheets etc.

which are relevant for the users needs.

It

can be understood as covering the opportunities to tailored evidence by evaluating
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and interpreting evidence to users to determine what the impacts would mean in their
specific context. Support of communication and information sharing concerns establishing
communication channels and coordination of ongoing dialogue with IA users. In this
relation it also covers the strengthening of knowledge sharing and provision of access to
evidence. [Bornbaum et al., 2015]
Knowledge brokering is considered to be adaptable to different contexts, where the essence
are still the same [Dobbins et al., 2009]. Therefore, it can be expected, that the mentioned
ten activities of knowledge brokering should also be characteristic for knowledge brokering
in an instrumental context. With reference to the argumentation of IAs as knowledge
brokering instruments done by Sheate and Partidário [2009] and Partidário and Sheate
[2012], it is in this master thesis considered durable to adopt the four activities into an
IA context. Knowledge brokering will in this master thesis be applied as a concept of
what digitalization in IA processes should stimulate development of. The four activities
of knowledge brokering will be utilized as a theoretical evaluation of IA digitalization,
enabling to investigate strengths or weaknesses of digitalization as communication means
to design IAs as an instrument stimulating knowledge brokering.

6.2

Analytic framework

This purpose of this section is to summarize elements from the theories and operationalize
these elements into a frame for the analytic work.

This master thesis use basic

components of communication processes, a theoretical understanding of sense-giving and
knowledge brokering, which in combination frames how digitalization can strengthen the
communicative circumstances for knowledge brokering.
The theory of communication process has been utilized to focus the analytic work
to emphasize the component of presentation of IA information and distribution. The
component of IAs will be point of departure for a state of the art review on digitalization
as communicative means.

The identified digitalization in the component will be

acknowledged as a part of the producers communication which users make sense of. The
processes between the components and the circumstances for actions on the producers
domain therefore revolves around how utilization of digitalized technologies as means for
communication can strengthen the producers opportunities to give sense of environmental
impacts and values. The processes between presentation of IA report and distribution and
the circumstances for actions on the user domain revolves around the circumstances which
the users are giving sense but also individual aspects of how the user make sense of the
IA. This research is limited to focus on the producers domain of circumstances for actions,
whereby aspects of how user make sense e.g. in relation to individual capacity will not
be investigated. This means that the analytic work investigating digitalization as means
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for communication in IA processes are emphasized as the processes between the sense
giving at the producers domain and the users circumstances for actions. The identified
digitalized technologies is therefore perceived as the circumstances for actions for the
users, whereby the identified digitalization will be utilized to investigate the benefits and
challenges foreseen by IA producers. The activities characteristic for knowledge brokering
will be utilized as a theoretical evaluation of the identified IA digitalization, enabling to
investigate how digitalization as a way to design IAs as instrument stimulating knowledge
brokering.
The first part of the research is as mentioned aiming to identify existing adoption of
digitalization in the reporting component of IAs and evaluate how utilization stimulate
knowledge brokering according to the four knowledge brokering activities. Figure 6.5
illustrates how analytically to investigate digitalization as means for communication to
strengthen IA producers sense giving of IA reporting, and how utilizing digitalization can
stimulate knowledge brokering.

Figure 6.5: Illustration of the four activities of knowledge brokering will be used
as evaluation for the identified digitalized technologies. The grey boxes represents
the investigation, which will take place for a unknown number of identified digitalized
technologies in relation to the knowledge brokering activities. It is for “Technology X”
illustrated how the stimulation of each knowledge brokering activity will be evaluated.
That evaluation will be take place for each identified digitalized technology.
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Methodology

This section presents how the collection of data has been done through the use of different
methods. The choice of methods will be elaborated, in the following subsections, with the
purpose of clarifying how the applied methods has provided relevant knowledge.

6.3.1

Literature study

In this master thesis the methodology of literature study been used to collect information
both for the initial investigation and for the analysis. Utilizing literature study as a method
provides the opportunity to collect information about existing knowledge, examinations,
theories, others experiences etc. Through the literature study for the initial investigation
of the problem subject, there has been gathered information about existing research
and issues, which has been relevant in the design of the research. The literature for
the investigation of the problem subject, has primarily been found through Aalborg
University’s research portal (VBN), Google Scholar and Science Direct by searching on
relevant keywords. In addition, it has in this relation been useful to look through cited
references in relevant literature. Using research portals has ensured, that the authors of
the relevant literature has been experts within the field. The literature study has primarily
consisted of scientific articles, books and reports.

Systematic literature review
The type of a systematic review provide opportunity to identify findings from various
individual studies and make a valuable base of information [Dochy, 2006].The approach of
a systematic review has been utilized with the objective of conducting a state of the art
review on digitalization in IA reporting. The search of literature has also been conducted
systematic, where the search has been structured and organized in advance. The keywords
for the literature search has been organized into two blocks, which each cover different
aspect within the investigated field. Figure 6.6 shows the organization of keywords.

Figure 6.6: Organization of keywords into two blocks.

Organizing the keywords provided a great overview of word iterations and for the following
combination of keywords by utilization of boolean operators. The operator “AND” has
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mainly been applied since it limits the search and sets the common volume, where both
keywords must occur.

6.3.2

Case study

The first step in the collection of data for the analytic work is to collect experiences
of adoption of digitalization in IAs with the purpose of creating a point of reference.
Therefore, the methodology of studying existing cases within the subject has been
applied. Conducting case study provides opportunity to perform a in-depth and detailed
examination of digitalized technologies utilized in IAs. The process of search for the cases
was carried out by two approaches: guidance from IA practitioner with knowledge about
digitalization in IAs and through a systematic review, see the previous subsection 6.3.1
in this chapter for further details. Through the search for cases it has only been possible
to find available cases of EIAs to study. Furthermore, the search revealed that not many
cases of digitalization in IA reporting are existing at the moment whereby all cases which
where found has been studied. Five cases where studied, three from Denmark and two
from other European countries. Each case has been investigated in relation to the IA
component presentation of IA report and distribution, which is further explain in section
6.2 in chapter. Following provides a brief introduction of the cases in order to clarify
involved producers and case setting.
NIRAS and the Danish Highway Agency
An EIA developed by the Danish Highway Agency, where the traffic, environmental and
economic impacts of a highway expansion has been assessed. The Danish Highways Agency
developed an digitalized EIA together with the consulting engineering company NIRAS,
representing the reporting. The case of the EIA reached formal legal binding in 2018,
whereby no appeal is possible anymore. [NIRAS Gruppen A/S, n.d.] The digitalized EIA
can be found at following link: https://vejdirektoratet.viewer.dkplan.niras.dk/
plan/9#/.
Banedanmark the Danish Railroad Agency
An EIA on a project for a new railroad in Denmark done by Banedanmark which is the
manager of the project. Banedanmark is a Danish railway infrastructure manager and a
government agency under the Ministry of Transport and Construction. The case of the EIA
reached formal legal binding in 2018, whereby no appeal is possible anymore. [Banedanmark, 2019] The digitalized EIA can be found at following link: https://www.bane.dk/da/
Borger/Baneprojekter/Kommende-baneprojekter/Ny-bane-til-Billund/VVM-hoering.
Royal HaskoningDHV and Rijkswaterstaat
Royal HaskoningDHV is a engineering and project management consultancy company, who
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in 2018 had produced a platform for digitalizing an EIA. The content of the case is a pilot
project in cooperation with Rijkswaterstaat which is the national Dutch administration
unit, who is responsible for the roads and domestic waterways. The digital format of the
case EIA was made on an existing EIA, which had reached formal legal binding status,
whereby no appeal is possible anymore. [Royal HaskoningDHV, 2019] The digitalized EIA
can be found at following link: http://www.theneweis.com.
Rambøll Scotland and the Scottish and Southern Energy Networks
Rambøll is a consulting engineering, design and management company, who in 2018
was appointed to lead the preparation of an EIA report for an 81 kilometre overhead
powerline.

They choose to develop a web-based interactive summary with the aim

of assisting the public in understanding the likely environmental effects associated
with the proposed development.

The digitalized EIA can be found at following

link: https://rambollglobal.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=
5d7cd7763351406db34a81321aaa9672.
Anonymous case
This case is presented as being anonymous since it is developed as a bid on EIA and
thereby is not publicly available. Due to this, the producers of this case is not revealed.
Nonetheless, the case concerns a Danish Highway. Due to the status as a bid this case
consist of elaboration of the adopted digitalized technologies with the purpose of explaining
the developer what the certain practitioners can offer. Thereby, this case is interesting in
terms of understanding these IA practitioners visions of utilizing digitalized technologies.

6.3.3

Semi-structered interviews

The purpose of conducting interviews has been to illuminate the complexity of
communicating in IA processes and uncover acquired essential experiences as well as
benefits and challenges foreseen by IA producers. The semi-structured approach has
been utilized for the conducted interviews, which has suited the qualitative aspects of
sub question two. Being semi-structured interviews allowed the opportunity of changing
direction during the interview, if new information streams were considered relevant. Before
each interview, an interview guide was created with the aim of preparing the direction of the
interview. The prepared interview guide were indented to ensure, that the interview would
aim to highlight desired topics, and to encourage a natural conversation. The prepared
interview guides can be found in appendix A.1. In total six interviews were conducted,
where one of these interviews ended up being conducted over e-mail due to electronic
challenges. For the processing of the empiric each interview has been transcribed and
findings has been categorized for following analysis. The findings used for analysis has
been forwarded to the concerned informers in order to assurance quality of the findings.
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Links and overview for audio files can be found in appendix A.2.
As showcased by the funnel in figure 5.1 in chapter 5 several parties can be involved in the
IA producer domain. The first interview was conducted with an expert within strategic
assessments and sustainability in order to reflect upon the issues reflected in the initial
part of this master thesis and to gain insight of IAs instrumental role. Through this
interview it became clear, that it was challenging to discuss digitalization since it covers a
broad spectra and is intangible for some people. Based on that experience it was chosen
to conduct the remaining interviews in a order related to the informers representation
in the IA producer domain. To represent the views from the producer domain it was
firstly chosen to conduct interviews with informers presented as developers. The developers
could provide general information about experiences, benefits and challenges which became
a point of departure for interviews with IA practitioners. The IA practitioners could
subsequently complement the empiri obtained from the developers by detailed elaborating
upon reflections of preparing IA reporting utilizing digitalized technologies. Five of the
interviewed developers and practitioners who where chosen for interviews where involved
in one of the cases which had been investigated. It was not possible to schedule interviews
with the involved developers and practitioners for all six studied cases. An overview of the
different informers will be presented in the following:
Maria Rosário Partidário, expert
Maria Rosário Partidário, Associate Professor in Department of Civil Engineering and
Architecture (DCEA), Instituto Superior Técnico in Lisbon, where interviewed face to
face. M. Partidário are recognized as having expertise in the fields of strategic assessment
and sustainability. She has been involved in numerous research and consultancy projects
and been advisor to different national governments and international organizations.
Furthermore, she publishes extensively and has been one of the authors of two articles
about SEAs as instruments for knowledge brokering, which has been fundamental for the
establishment of the research question. M. Partidário was chosen for interview based on
her knowledge about strategic assessments and because of her research within knowledge
brokering. Therefore, she could elucidate communication issues in IAs and challenges
in relation to knowledge brokering stimulation. Furthermore, the interview with Maria
Rosário Partidário was useful in terms of justifying the problem subject and to strengthen
the theoretical link between sense-giving and knowledge brokering.
Rasmus Larsen, representing developer
Rasmus Larsen, Senior Project Manager at the Danish Highway Agency Vejdirektoratet,
where interviewed over phone. R. Larsen was involved in the studied case of “NIRAS
and the Danish Highway Agency”. R. Larsen was chosen for interview based on his
involvement in the management of the studied case, where he could provide insight of
acquired experiences and foreseen benefits and challenges from a developers point of view.
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Employees from the Danish Railroad Agency, representing developer
One interview was conducted over the phone with four employees from the Danish Railway
Agency Banedanmark. Jimi Okstof was contacted regarding a interview since he where
project manager at the studied case “Banedanmark the Danish Railrod Agency”. Jimi
Okstof selected three employees to assist him in the interview. Therefore, the interview
ended up involving following persons:
• Jimi Okstoft: has been involved in the studied case project for two years as assisting
project manager and technical manager. However, the last half year he has been the
project manager.
• Mads Syberg: responsible for the communication around Banedanmarks facility
developments. Mads Syberg was not the one being responsible for the communication
in the studied case project. However, he had insight of general communication
challenges which Banedanmark face as producers.
• Lars Stenberg Ebbesø:

expert within geographical information systems and

responsible of web maps used for the studied case project.
• Bolette Pedersen Nygaard: environmental manager.

She was involved in the

studied case project as employee at the consulting engineering company, which by
Banedanmark as hired as technical consultant for the project.
The employees from Banedanmark could from a developers point of view provide insight of
acquired experiences and elucidate reflections upon benefits and challenges when adapting
digitalized technologies for utilization.
Paul Eijssen, representing consultant
Paul Eijssen, Strategic Consultant Impact Assessment in HaskoningDHV Nederland B.V.
a company of Royal HaskoningDHV. P. Eijssen was one of the key persons involved in the
studied case “Royal HaskoningDHV and Rijkwaterstaat”. The interview with P. Eijssen
was planned to be conducted over skype. Due to technological issues it was not possible
to conduct the interview. Given the situation, P. Eijssen agreed to answer the prepared
interview questions over e-mail. The received answers can be found in appendix section A.3.
P. Eijssen was chosen for interview based on him being one of the key persons behind the
development of Royal Haskonings digitalized EIA and since he does yearly presentations on
the topic from a consultants point of view. However, due to the limitation in elaboration
of the received answers from P. Eijssen not much has been based on the received answers.
Rasmus Hejlskov Olsen, representing consultant
Rasmus Hejlskov Olsen, Chief Project Manager in the department of Impact Assessment at
Rambøll Denmark, where interviewed face to face. R. Olsen has not been directly involved
in the development of the studied case from “Rambøll Scotland and the Scottish and
Southern Energy Networks”. Nonetheless, R. Olsen had great knowledge about that specific
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case and has been involved in Rambøll Denmarks internal work within digitalization of
IAs. R. Olsen was chosen for interview based on his practical knowledge of utilization
of digitalized technologies for IA reporting. Furthermore, R. Olsen could reflect upon
the development of digitalized IA within a Danish context which provided interesting
perspectives for further reflections for the research of this master thesis.
Camilla Sulsbrück, representing consultant
Camilla Sulsbrück, Senior Consultant in the department of Environment and Nature
at NIRAS Denmark, where interviewed over the phone. C. Sulsbrück was involved as
a technical consultant in the studied case “NIRAS and the Danish Highway Agency”,
collaborating with R. Larsen from the Danish Highway Agency. C. Sulsbrück was chosen
for interview because of her technical involvement in the development of the studied case,
where she could elaborate further, justify and complement information obtained from the
interview with R. Larsen.
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7

Development within use of
digitalization in IAs

This chapter seeks to uncover utilization of digitalized technologies in reporting of IAs. The
intention of the chapter is to create a point of reference of digitalized technologies as means
for communication. In order to create a point of reference it is found necessary to study
existing cases within the subject. The identified digitalized technologies will be evaluated
in relation to the four activities for knowledge brokering with the purpose of elucidate the
digitalized technologies’ stimulation of knowledge brokering.
Digitalization within the studied context of IAs can acts as a communicative assistance
in the interface between the reporting of an IA and the users of the reporting [Olsen,
2019]. The interface constitutes a part of the setting in which IA reporting are prepared
for the IA users to be able to use the findings and results.

[Partidário, 2019] The

uncovering of digitalization takes point of reference in five cases of EIAs, which covers
three Danish cases and two cases from other European countries. Figure 7.1 shows the
analytic framework combined with the empirical findings from the studied cases. Figure
7.1 thereby provides a overview of the identified digitalized technologies and how these
stimulate knowledge brokering activities. Through section 7.1 it will be elaborated how
each identified digitalized technology stimulates certain knowledge brokering activities.
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Figure 7.1: A overview of the empirical findings presented in relation to the analytic
framework.

7.1

Empirical cases

This section presents elucidate studying of cases of digitalized IAs. Each of these cases has
been investigated in relation to the communication component presentation of IA report
and distribution. In order to evaluate on how digitalization can stimulate the development
of knowledge brokering activities each identified utilization of digitalization is evaluated in
relation to the four activities characteristic for knowledge brokering.
The five studied cases reflects diversity in the extent in which digitalization has been
adopted in the presentation of report and distribution.
extent digitalized parts of the IA reporting.

All five cases has in some

The cases reveals a digitalized spectra

from digitalizing analog reporting material to utilizing digitalized technologies requiring
interactions from the users. Within this spectra of digitalization the approach has been
website distribution of a compromised format of the reporting - such as a combination
between a report and a non-technical summary. In other words, the digitalization has in
all cases been a digital supplement to a prepared analog report. Following presents and
evaluates on identified digitalized technologies.
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Composition of pictures into one interactive picture

To visionary present the physical changes of implementing the project some interactive
comparative pictures are used. Figure 7.2 shows a screenshot of how two pictures has been
composed into one interactive picture, representing the changes of project implementation.

Figure 7.2: Screenshot of a picture before and one after project implementation, which
are composed into one interactive picture. The highlighted line i the middle of the picture
separate the two pictures allowing the user to push the line between the pictures and
thereby compare the two pictures. This screenshot is from the case of NIRAS and the
Danish Highway Agency.
These interactive pictures allows the user to push a line between one picture showcasing
respectively existing conditions and after implementation allowing the user to compare
conditions in the same picture. The interactive utilization can be experienced through
following link: https://vejdirektoratet.viewer.dkplan.niras.dk/plan/9#/1771.

Stimulation of knowledge brokering activities
The digitalized technology of composition of the two pictures into one interactive picture
stimulate some aspects of the four knowledge brokering activities.

The activity of

identifying and obtaining relevant information are in some extent stimulated since it
provides a visually opportunity to define problems in that specific local context. By
that, the users ability to identify relevant problems or questions can be stimulated by
using the interactive comparison of e.g. before and after project implementation. The
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digitalized technology delivers a visually representation of conditions, which can be useful
for the users processing. However, the technology is also restricted in the amount of
information since it there are no possibilities to obtain more details. The activity of
facilitating development of analytic and interpretive skills can be stimulated through the
assistance of interpretation by the visual way of presenting information which can increase
understanding for non-technical users. The activity of preparing knowledge products and
syntheses to receivers is not stimulated from the digitalized technology of composition into
a interactive picture. The activity of support communication and information sharing is not
stimulated by this digitalized technology, besides the aspects of increasing understanding
by visually presentation, which is already touch upon.

7.1.2

Interactive web maps

All five cases utilize systems of interactive web maps. However, there where diversity in
the extent by which the users has possibly to explore data on their own. Some maps allows
the users to search between layers and topics in order to choose by them self what data to
include in the map. For other maps the users are restricted in which data to include and
how they can compare different datasets. Some of the systems of interactive web maps
provide opportunity to investigate locations of interest. Figure 7.3 shows a screenshot
of one of the studied interactive web map marking a searched road which lies within the
project corridor. Besides, providing the opportunity to navigate in the interactive web map
it is also possible for the users to select attributes and be provided with further information
about the selected attribute.
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Figure 7.3: Screenshot of the web map allowing the user to search on specific addresses
or roads. The blue selection illustrates the address which has been searched for in relation
to the environmental conditions and project corridor. This screenshot is from the case of
NIRAS and the Danish Highway Agency.

The interactive web map can be experienced through following link:

https://

vejdirektoratet.viewer.dkplan.niras.dk/plan/9#/1648.

Stimulation of knowledge brokering activities
The digitalized technology of interactive web maps are successful in some aspects of
stimulating knowledge brokering activities.

The activity of identifying and obtaining

relevant information is stimulated by the web maps possibilities to showcase very specific
local needs or issues for the whole project corridor. The user can navigate on the web map
and thereby identify and obtain relevant information for areas of interest. The activity of
facilitating development of analytic and interpretive skills can be stimulated by delivering
the opportunity for users to investigate data and enhance subject-specific knowledge. The
users analytic and interpretive skills can be developed by their opportunity of exploring
data topics in relation to each others. By selection of attributes the users can for some
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system be provided with elaborating text where the connection to further information can
assist the users interpretation. For those interactive web map which does not provide
possibility to add elaborating information the development of analytic skills are restricted.
The activity of preparing knowledge products and syntheses to receivers is stimulated by
the web maps possibilities to tailor information for searched areas. The web maps provides
the opportunity of presenting the summarized information in relevance to the chosen
context of area, whereby the user can ensure that the communication is relevant for their
needs. Even though, the users can tailor the communication, it is still restricted how
the communication is tailored since it for some cases is only possible to include what the
producers has selected. Support communication and information sharing is not stimulated
directly by this digitalized technology, besides strengthening the sharing of knowledge.

7.1.3

360-degree street view

360-degree street view makes it possible for the users to get 360-degree visualization from
viewpoints from the project route as shown in figure 7.4. For some of the cases the users
are provided with possibility to change between the content of the visualization, which as
an example could be “existing view”, “photomontage of development” and “wireline of the
development”.

Figure 7.4: Screenshot of 360-degree street view whereby the proposed development is
visualized from a chosen viewpoint. In this case the yellow point represents a proposed
developed tower and the red point represents another viewpoint. This screenshot is from
the case of Rambøll Scotland and the Scottish and Southern Energy Networks.

The 360-degree street view of this case can be explored for utilization through following
link: https://rambollglobal.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=
5d7cd7763351406db34a81321aaa9672. For some of the 360-degree visualizations the users
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are provided with the opportunity to open a overview map, whereby the user can see which
placed visualization of the project route has selected. The red marking on the left in figure
7.5 shows an example of a provided overview map. Furthermore, the red marking i the
bottom middle of figure 7.5 shows the opportunities of navigating, where it is possible for
the users to shift between the places for street view.

Figure 7.5: Screenshot illustrating elements of how to use the technology of 360-degree
street view. The red marking on the left shows a overview map where opportunities for
street view are shown and marks the chosen street view position. The red marking in the
bottom middle shows the navigating opportunities. The street view makes it possible for
the user to get 360-degree visualization or use the marked navigation opportunities. This
screenshot is from the case of Royal HaskoningDHV and Rijkswaterstaat.

The digitalized technology of 360-degree street view with navigation opportunities can be
explored through following link: http://www.theneweis.com.

Stimulation of knowledge brokering activities
The digitalized technology of street view providing 360-degree visualization with
accompanying navigation opportunities stimulates different aspects of knowledge brokering
activities. The activity of identifying and obtaining relevant information is stimulated in
the same ways as the interactive web maps by providing possibilities for the users of
identifying local issues and obtaining relevant information about specific conditions. The
users gets the opportunity to investigate, regarding the available data, what they find
relevant. The activity of facilitating development of analytic and interpretive skills are
thereby also stimulated in this relation, since the users are provided with possibilities of
interpret directly on the available information. The combination of street view and further
explanation and details through text communication can stimulate the understanding of
technical information and thereby assist the interpretation. The activity of preparing
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knowledge products and syntheses are stimulated by the possibility of ensuring that the
communicated information is relevant to the users needs. All information for the EIA is as
mentioned communicated in a matter which makes it possible to tailor into a local context.
However, just as for the web maps the users will be restricted since the information can only
be tailored by its communicated form and since it is only possible to see the information
individually for each page and not combined. Support communication and information
sharing is not stimulated directly by this digital technology, besides strengthening the
sharing of knowledge.

7.1.4

Animations and videos

As mentioned all five cases includes digitalization of analog reporting including text. To
assist the communication connection to animations and videos allows possibility of further
explanation and elaboration in a non-technical and visual matter. Figure 7.6 below shows
a analog collage of how data can be connected with videos.

Figure 7.6: Collage showcasing of text or tables can be connected with animations or
videos. The picture on the left shows a table with data which are attached to further
text below the table. The picture on the right shows a video which are connected to the
highlighted part of the table. Pressing the highlighted table connected the users with the
video which explains the data by voice and video. This screenshot is from the case of Royal
HaskoningDHV and Rijkswaterstaat.
The provided example above can be found and explored through following link: http:
//www.theneweis.com. Utilization of videos is a digitalized technology for communication which M. Partidário knows has been used in Portugal with success. In Portugal the
utilization of videos had been through the process with the purpose of visually explaining technical information and simulate evolution of implementation [Partidário, 2019]. In
a project from 2017 Banedanmark utilized a video of a railroad route, which included
as a part of the reporting for that project. Employees from Banedanmark explained,
that the video was very successful in terms of providing interested parties visually understanding of the projects predicted impacts on the landscape. Nonetheless, it is costly
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to compose such comprehensive visualizations into a video, whereby it is only in certain cases Banedanmark chose to utilize videos of this kind. [Okstof et al., 2019] The
videos from this mentioned project “Hovedgård-Hasselager” can be viewed through following link: https://www.bane.dk/Borger/Baneprojekter/Kommende-baneprojekter/
Ny-bane-Hovedgaard-_-Hasselager/Film-af-linjefoeringerne.

Stimulation of knowledge brokering activities
Linking text or tables with animations and videos stimulates different aspects of knowledge
brokering activities. The activity of identifying and obtaining relevant information are
stimulated in the way that the animations assist understanding of the topics, and thereby
are the users capacity for obtaining information and to identify problems stimulated.
It assist the producers sense giving to non-technical users. The activity of facilitating
development of analytic and interpretive skills are stimulated in the same relation where
an increase of knowledge and capacity to interpret and critically appraise are stimulated.
Activities of preparing knowledge products and syntheses are not directly stimulated
through this digitalized technology. However, the transparency of the reporting can be
increased. Support communication and information sharing is not stimulated directly by
this digital technology, besides strengthening the sharing of knowledge.

7.1.5

Considered near chosen location

This identified digitalized technology provides the users to be provided with a summary
of main issues near a chosen location. The users can select a location and buffer distance
in which the summary operates. Figure 7.7 bellow is a screenshot showing the users
opportunities for tailoring the summary.

Figure 7.7: Screenshot of the opportunity for the user to get main issues summarized
within a chosen buffer distance. This screenshot is from the anonymous case.
The possibility for the user to summarize main issues does to some extent seems similar
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to the interactive web maps in terms of the possibility to investigate data near a chosen
location. Nonetheless, this digitalized technology does not require further interactions
with different variables for representation of data which makes the users interaction seem
simple. In addition to the summary the users are provided with connections to more
detailed information sources of relevance.

Stimulation of knowledge brokering activities
The utilization of the digitalized technology, which allows the users to summarize main
issues near a chosen location stimulates the development of knowledge brokering activities
in different ways.

The activity of identifying and obtaining relevant information are

stimulated in the way that it directly allows the users to define problems in their
context and identifying what information is useful for them to obtain. Thereby, the
users are connect to the relevant information where they also have the opportunity to
be linked to more detail information sources. Providing the users with the opportunity
of being connected to more detailed information sources can stimulate development of
critical appraisals of the evidence. The activity of facilitating development of analytic
and interpretive skills is stimulated by the development of critical appraisal skills and
enhancement of evidence-informed decision-making where the technology can function as
a user controlled non-technical summary connected with the opportunity of technical
detailed information.

Thereby, the context specific information communicated in an

non-technical language gets directly linked with technical information. The activity of
creating tailored knowledge products is stimulated in a minor degree by the allowance of
summarizing evidence translated into relevant findings of local contexts. In addition, the
digitalized technology provides the opportunity to communicate the findings in interactive
graphs. However, information about the results showcased in the interactive graphs are not
provided, whereby transparency of these can be a barrier for critical appraisal. Support
communication and information sharing is not stimulated besides the strengthening of
knowledge sharing and provision of connection the users with external technical details.

7.2

Summary of findings from the empirical cases

For uncovering the utilization of digitalized technologies five existing EIA cases has been
studied. The study of these cases revealed trends of the digitalized technologies being
utilized and thereby also coincidence of how the digitalization as communication means
stimulate knowledge brokering activities. Since some of the digitalized technologies had
common main features and thereby common stimulation of knowledge brokering activities
the digitalized technologies has been summarized into five digitalized technologies. For the
provision of an overview the identified technologies are summarized into following:
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• Composition of pictures into one interactive picture: covers the technology of
visionary communicating the physical changes of implementation allowing the users
to compare conditions through the same interactive picture.
• Interactive web maps: covers the different versions of identified maps with
diversity in the features and the extent to which the users can investigate and select
between data. Furthermore, there where differences of the amount of information
which either where integrated in the web maps or linked to external information.
• 360-degree street view: covers the technology of allowing the users to get 360degree visualization of implementation. There where identified differences of how the
technologies of street view provided navigation opportunities for the users. However,
commonly the different versions all allowed the user to get 360-degree street view
from specific viewpoints.
• Animations and videos: covers the digital linkage between provided technical
information in reporting and non-technical elaboration and/or explanation through
animations and videos.
• Considered near chosen location: covers the technology which allows the users
to chose a location and a buffer distance whereby the users will be provided with a
summary of main issues near the chosen location. In addition, the provided summary
consisted of opportunities for the users to be connected to more detail information
sources.
The uncovering of development of utilization of digitalized technologies in the reporting of
IAs revealed, that the way in which communication around IA reporting has modernized
revolves around data visualization. The identified technologies involves the creation of
visual communication of data and enables to communicate information clearly and thereby
makes complex information more accessible, usable and understandable.
Based on the study of existing cases it seems, that technologies for data visualization is
an emerging field in the communication which occurs through the reporting, enabling to
help users make sense of complex data in vast amounts. The identified technologies has
been evaluated in relation to the four activities for knowledge brokering with the purpose
of elucidate how new value can be created if the IA producers know how to utilize the
technologies. The utilization of technologies for data visualization reflected stimulation of
the users analytic skills and understanding of evidence and thereby assist the users asking
questions, interpreting evidence and understand connections. Figure 7.8 below provides
an overview of the evaluation of the five identified technologies regarding stimulation of
knowledge brokering activities. In figure 7.8 the crosses summarizes which theoretical
aspects of knowledge brokering that is stimulated.
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Figure 7.8: Overview of the evaluation of the five identified technologies. “KM”,
“LE” and “CB” are abbreviations for knowledge management, linkage and exchange
and capacity building showing which theoretical aspects of knowledge brokering each
technology stimulates development of. A cross indicates that the evaluation reflected
stimulation of the belonging theoretical knowledge brokering aspect.

As figure 7.8 shows there are some coincidences in the stimulation of activities and thereby
also in the theoretical aspects. Mainly the knowledge brokering stimulation revolves around
defining problems and questions, conduct evidence search, critical appraisal, translating
information into local and individual context, assistance with interpretation and facilitating
knowledge sharing and dissemination. Overall, the technologies does not stimulate much
activities within knowledge sharing among parties or communication tools and strategies
for ongoing communication with users. These stimulations and lack thereof are probably
a result of the identified technologies revolving around data visualization and tailoring of
communication.
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8

Experienced and foreseen
benefits and challenges

By this chapter it is attempted to uncover current essential experiences in the utilization of
digitalization in IAs and likewise to illuminate benefits and challenges foreseen in adapting
digitalized technologies for utilization. The inputs are from IA producers point of view
being developers, practitioners and a researcher recognized as a expert within strategic
assessments.
Through chapter 2 and 3 it was reflected, that IA has a dual dimensional nature
constituting communicative interactions as response to captured information and
knowledge. In the previous chapter 7 it has been investigated how the technical dimension
of IAs can strengthen sense-making and thereby the circumstances for communicative
interactions. It is clear that when discussion technical strengthening of circumstances for
knowledge brokering activities, that what must be communicated and passed on through an
IA is sense-making and not data. In essence, the sense-making becomes the prerequisite for
how knowledge is captured by different perceptions, backgrounds and people whereas the
digitalized technologies provides capacity making it possible to communicate in new ways
and change the format in which knowledge can be perceived. [Partidário, 2019] However,
as also reflected in the previous chapter 7 the adoptation of digitalization does to some
extent concern digitalizing of analog reporting material. Opportunities for strengthened
communicative interactions between IA producers and users are reflected in the interface
between the IA and the users. Therefore digitalized technologies enabling interactions from
the users do provide possibilities for new interactions compared to digitalized of analog
reporting material. [Olsen, 2019] To elucidate utilization of digitalized technologies as
communicative means which can strengthen circumstances for knowledge brokering it is
relevant to emphasize benefits and challenges which should be taken into consideration
when adapting digitalized technologies in IA practice. The following sections presents
experienced and foreseen benefits and challenges in relation to the reporting of IAs.

8.1

Benefits

For digitalization as the interface between the IA and the user to create value the utilization
of digitalized technologies must function as a platform for communication [Olsen, 2019].
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It can be difficult for IA producers to evaluate the utilization of digitalized technologies in
IA reporting since the feedback and comments producers primarily received are target the
reported proposal and not the way the reporting is performed. R. Larsen explains, that the
users who the utilization of digitalized technologies appeals to potentially differs from the
users who had read a paper copy of an IA, whereby he thinks it can be difficult to compare
the two ways to present reporting. Nonetheless, he tells that when they have utilized
digitalized technologies to present information at public meetings they have received
feedback indicating that the digitalized technologies has improved their communication
at those meetings. [Larsen, 2019] R. Olsen points out that digitalization does not change
the proposed development action and its impact. However, the utilization of digitalization
can change the way they as producers can stimulate sense-making and create foundation
for active communication between the producers and users. That is when utilization of
digitalization within IA context becomes beneficial and creates value. [Olsen, 2019]

8.1.1

Tailoring communication

The users of the IAs are clearly interested in obtaining knowledge about how their interests
are being affected by the proposed development action. R. Larsen says that utilizing
digitalized technologies in the IA reporting provides them as producers new possibilities of
tailoring the communication. He refers to a example being a interactive map allowing the
users to search for their address of interest and thereby being provided with information
for that specific area. Instead of presenting a long and comprehensive report the digitalized
technologies makes the information the users find relevant more easily searchable. Tailoring
the communication of information can be a challenge through maps and pictures in a paper
report, utilization of digitalized technologies provides new possibilities which R. Larsen
has experienced to be beneficial in their adaptation. [Larsen, 2019] The employees from
Banedanmark express, that it is beneficial to communicate as closely to the users as possible
since it becomes relevant for the users and creates a potential for a informed debate [Okstof
et al., 2019]. From a IA practitioners point of view does R. Olsen also believe, that the
possibilities of tailoring the communication creates foundation for a more qualified debate
with less uncertainties. The tailoring of the communication potentially opens up for new
discussions with IA users, which can be perceived in a positive and challenging matter. On
the one hand, qualified and tailored discussions between producers and users can improve
the design of the proposed action and the users can have a detailed understanding before
potential approval. On the other hand, tailoring the communication can also be used
as “ammunition” by the IA users in order to influence the proposed action towards their
interests. Olsen [2019]
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New visually opportunities to give sense

Through the studying of existing cases in chapter 7 section 7.1 it was revealed, that
the current utilization of digitalized technologies in IA reporting mainly occurs as
technologies for data visualization. Digitalized technologies which provides opportunities
of presenting complex information in a visual matter was also reflected as the dominating
technological utilization. It is also R. Olsens impression, that digitalized technologies for
data visualization and the interaction between these technologies and the users is the part
of the digitalization spectra where must emphasis and development has been made. The
employees from Banedanmark believes that it is intuition for humans to visually look at
things they are trying to understand, whereby both maps and visualizations in general are
perceived as great tools. The adaptation of digitalized technologies for visually presenting
information provides increased possibilities for users to obtain information and assist
understanding about the proposed development action compared to visual presentation
in paper format [Okstof et al., 2019]. R. Larsen does also see digitalized technologies
for data visualization as a beneficial utilization in the communication with the IA users.
The utilization of digitalized technologies provides possibilities to present complicated and
technical data in a more simple matter for the users [Larsen, 2019]. The possibilities
to visually present data is perceived to be a benefit in terms of getting the users to
create a understanding of the proposed development action and also to explain technical
information [Olsen, 2019]. In situations where nothing similar to the proposed action is
present it can be very difficult for the users to create understanding of the action and make
sense of the expected changes. In situations like that digital visualization of information
are especially of great benefit in development actions that involves e.g. new construction
since the users do not have understandings to relate to. [Okstof et al., 2019] In that
matter all the interviewed producers seems to perceived digitalized technologies for data
visualization as beneficial technologies when aiming to give sense to IA users.

8.1.3

Proportioning and transparency

Making IA reporting digital and utilizing digitalized technologies do allow possibilities of
linking parts of the reporting to external or internal information. R. Larsen tells, that
analog reports can have many repetitions or consist of much text in order to explain
something. Digitalization of the report can reduce the need to repeat something and
explain through a great amount of text by linking to a external or internal technological
presented information source. [Larsen, 2019] The connection of text with technologies
provides information provides opportunity for elaboration and non-technical explanation
without expanding the extent of the report.

Videos or animations explaining and

elaboration on presented text or results can therefor be a digital supplement to the
IA report. [Olsen, 2019] R. Larsen thinks that digital possibilities of linking presented
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information with other information sources could make results seem more transparent to
the users since there are possibility of obtaining more information than otherwise. From
a IA practitioners point of view digitalizing IAs could also reduce resources spend on
formatting the report such as layout. That saved resources could instead be used for
others parts of the preparing of the reporting. [Olsen, 2019]

8.1.4

Recruitment of user segments

R. Larsen and the employees from Banedanmark both explains that they as representatives
as developers experience many different users interested in their proposed development
actions.

Digitalized and tailored communication could potentially recruit some user

segment who in other cases would not get engaged. C. Sulbrück and R. Larsen tells, that
for the studied case which they both where involved in they tracked activity on the web
page which distributed the digitalized case. The results of the tracking reflected a amount
of visitors estimated to around three times higher, than what would normally be expected
for one of their analog reports [Sulsbrück, 2019; Larsen, 2019]. The could indicate, that
the digitalized format of the reporting and utilization of digitalized technologies attracts
a higher number of users than usually for their projects. Information about diversity in
the segments of users where not reflected in the results [Sulsbrück, 2019; Larsen, 2019].
However, C. Sulbrück explained that through the tracked activity they had been able to
see the placement of the segments which where using the report. It was revealed that
majority of the users where placed around the placement of the proposed development
action or where users who would most like use the proposed development action. From C.
Sulbrück point of view that indicated that the user segments which where reached with
the digitalized report also was one of the most relevant user segments to get engaged.
[Sulsbrück, 2019] R. Olsen emphasize that it is a important aspect which user segments
the producers is trying to get engaged. Some users would probably prefer analog IA
reporting since it does not require much technical or cognitive capacity. On the other
hand, digitalized IA reporting could potential get some user segments engaged, which
might would not had engaged in analog reporting. [Olsen, 2019]

8.2

Challenges

When adapting digitalized technologies as a communicative means to strengthen the users
sense-making and thereby stimulate knowledge brokering activities, some challenges has
been reflected and foreseen. Nonetheless equally important is the fact that some challenges,
in relation to the users sense-making and stimulation of knowledge brokering activities,
are also emphasized without utilization of digitalized technologies.

These challenges

are foreseen to persist although adapting digitalized technologies for utilization as a
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communicative means. M. Partidário elucidates that in general for people to become users
of IAs they need to be interested. The interest of the proposed action being subject to the
IA is a fundamental prerequisite to IA users sense-making and stimulation of knowledge
brokering activities. The interest needs to be present otherwise utilization of digitalized
technologies will not matter. [Partidário, 2019] The challenges which are experienced or
foreseen when adaption digitalized technologies for utilization in IA reporting are presented
in the following.

8.2.1

Stimulating a false message about level of details

It is clear that utilizing digitalized technologies can provide new possibilities for IA users
to understand effects of the proposed action. Although, digitalization provides possibilities
for a concrete foundation for sense-making, that can at the same time also be a challenge.
The employees from Banedanmark points out, that the process of EIA occurs at a moment
where the project is still not settled in details. It is the employees experience that especially
digitalized technologies for visualization of data are easily remembered in details by e.g.
affects citizens. For that reason, they see it as important to use the digitalized technologies
to communicate proportions of the project and not design, since that can change in the
detail planning. Otherwise, the data visualization must be adjusted and presented again,
which are time and resource consuming. [Okstof et al., 2019] R. Larsen does also see the
possibilities of presenting concrete information as a important aspect to master. The users
of the information about, in this case proposed projects, can easily get the impression that
decisions about details of the project has already been made. R. Larsen elaborates further
and explains, that it is a challenge to use digitalized technologies to communicate when
in IA processes occurs in decision-making processes and that uncertainties are natural to
some extent when the IA are being reported. [Larsen, 2019] To the discussion whether
or not digitalized technologies for data visualization can stimulate delivery of false ideas
of detail level R. Olsen add, that he perceived that as a general discussion relevant in
some planning processes e.g. local plans. Development actions can consist of regulative
guidelines but also aspects which are not legally binding. He elaborates that the discussion
is not much different from analog IA reporting. [Olsen, 2019]

8.2.2

Too much information can decrease possibilities of
sense-making

One fact which where elucidated as being a dilemma was a tightrope in the utilization
of digitalized technologies.

R. Larsen and C. Sulbrück emphasize that they have a

great amount of data available to be formatting in the adapted digitalized technologies.
The possibilities to present information in digitalized ways can potentially lead the IA
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producers get carried away and thereby present too much data for the users to make
sense of [Sulsbrück, 2019]. The employees from Banedanmark explain, that when they
started utilizing interactive maps to present information from their EIA the maps covered
a great amount of information. Through time they have been able to adapt the amount of
information towards what their users are expressing to have interest of [Okstof et al., 2019].
R. Olsen tells, that digitalized technologies which allows interaction between presented
parts of the report and the user can decrease disturbance of the users sense-making. In
analog reporting the selection for presentation is dominated by the producer domain, where
more influence on the selection is divided to the user domain when utilizing digitalized
technologies allowing. [Olsen, 2019] The importance of keeping utilization of digitalized
technologies simple is supported by M. Partidário who express: “Keep it simple. That is a
principle that I think is very wise. I think it is related to sense-making because people need
to make sense of things therefore they need to understand otherwise they will never make
sense” [Partidário, 2019]. The employees from Banedanmark reflects upon the purposes
of utilizing digitalized technologies where adaptation should happen because it is believed
that value can be created. The employees from Banedanmark express that it would not
always create value for the users sense-making by presenting e.g. visualizations for total
reach of the project. An example could be if the proposed development action considers a
expansion in traces of a existing trace compared to a proposed alternative route placement.
Then visualizations could provide most value for the users sense-making in the utilization
for the alternative placement of the route since it can be hard to make sense without any
existing information to relate to. For a expansion in traces the users can e.g. relate to
where the trace is already placed and how the dimensions are. [Okstof et al., 2019]

8.2.3

Capacity to deal with digitalization

Utilizing digitalized technologies requires some extent of capacity. M. Partidário explains
that she see requirement of capacity as a challenge, since some generations have never
learned to use these kind of technologies.

She highlights, that having the capacity

and knowledge to use the technologies and explore the information to the full extent
becomes essential for the users sense-making. [Partidário, 2019] The capacity to deal with
digitalization is a point which all five interviewed producers are aware of. The employees
from Banedanmark tells, that it is their experiences that not all people has the capacity to
understand and utilize maps, both interactive and not interactive maps. Not to mention,
that it can be a challenge that the users how digitalized technologies might appeals to is
potentially not the users how are or will be interested in using the information. [Okstof
et al., 2019] R. Larsen elaborates on the capacity to deal with digitalized technologies
saying that he also gets the impression that older generations can have difficulties. Besides
that he believes that a great part of the older generations are gradually starts to become
more capable to utilize digitalized technologies. In addition, R. Larsen explains that even
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though the capacity to deal with digitalized technologies can be a challenge it can be
seen the other way around. As a example non-interactive maps in the reporting does also
requires capacity by the users to understand and explore where adding the interactive
aspect potentially can make it easier for some user to understand and obtain knowledge.
[Larsen, 2019]

8.2.4

Documentation and validity

IA has to be an aid to decision-making and by the provision of a systematic examination of
environmental implications of the proposed action. That is to say it must be ensured that
the provided aid to decision-making is documented in valid manner [Okstof et al., 2019].
Having reporting only available in digital format and by utilizing interactive digitalized
technologies can raise doubt about the validity of the information which is reported. The
employees from Banedanmark foresee, that it important to document what was stated in
the IA and that information has not been changed after public announcement. R. Olsen
relates to digitalized plans in a Danish context where it is a system filed PDF of the
plan, which becomes the legally valid plan. However, in Denmark there is not a similar
system for IAs at the moment. In fact a similar system including IAs could ensure validity
of digitalized IA reporting. [Olsen, 2019] R. Larsen tells that in a digitalized format of
reporting it is possible to export and save a file containing the presented information.
Anyway, it is not possible to export the information which has been presented through e.g.
a interactive map since that would be exported as a snapshot only showcasing a limited
amount of information. Equally important is the fact that there for e.g. EIAs are legally
requirements of what the IA must document. The fact that there must be documentation
complying with minimum requirements challenge the potentials of providing concrete and
tailored information for the users. By that, it can still be necessary to have a number of
referred background reports justifying the required information. [Larsen, 2019]

8.2.5

Mindset

The fact that people in practice are used to produce long and comprehensive reports can
be a reflection of the working mindset of the producers. P. Eijssen tells that pushing
IA practice towards presenting visually rich reports with a minimum of technical text
requires changes in producers working practice and another mindset. He believes, that
this transformation of IA practice will take time and effort, however a acceptance of
the digitalized form of presenting reporting is required for a transformation of practice.
[Eijssen, 2019] As being practitioner C. Sulbrück emphasize, that practice often depends on
the tenders from the developers, since that is what the practitioners comply to. Therefore
she believes, that a transformation from analog IA reporting towards digitalized could
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be driven by the developers. [Sulsbrück, 2019] Likewise, M. Partidário emphasize that
the users of the IAs must have a change in their mindset. For knowledge brokering
activities to be stimulated the users must accept to learn and that there must be a
willingness to learn and share knowledge. The producers would therefore also be required
to be willing to adapt and learn now ways to produce reports and share the produced
information. M. Partidário tells, that see believes that there are an old kind of perception
about technical knowledge which influence the way circumstances for presentation and
perceiving of information. She believes that often knowledge which is very elaborated
and seems technical are perceived as being important. A perception like that can be a
great communicative barrier weakening the users circumstances to make sense of presented
information and to stimulate development of knowledge brokering activities. [Partidário,
2019]

8.3

Summary of essential experiences and foreseen
benefits and challenges

Through the uncovering of essential experiences and foreseen benefits and challenges when
adapting digitalized technologies for utilization there was clearly reflected that differences
in acquisition of experiences.

It was reflected that digitalization in IA practice is a

field in which much development and exploration are happening and where acquisition
of experiences in practice are ongoing. Accompanying is the fact, that digitalization covers
a broad spectra of utilized technologies in practice which can be a challenge for producers,
who are still acquiring experiences, to reflect upon. Nonetheless, some experiences in
utilization has at the moment been obtained by producers.
For the utilization of digitalized technologies in the reporting it can be a challenge to
evaluate the effect of adaptation since the primarily feedback producers received from
the reporting is concerning the proposed development action and not the presentation of
the reporting. Benefits was firstly revealed within the possibilities of presenting content
of an IA in a concrete way allowing the users to fully explore information within the
interest. Digitalized technologies provides the producers with opportunities to tailor the
communication and potentially recruit new user segments for engagement. Likewise, was
it reflected that digitalized technologies for data visualization provides the producers with
opportunities to communicate complex and technical information in a intuitive and simple
matter. Turning the reporting of an IA digital provides the producers with opportunities
of proportioning the reporting through direct internal and external linkages. By the same
token, direct internal and external linkages can provides transparency for the users, since
it becomes possible to elaborate and explain further without turning the reporting more
comprehensive.
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For adaptation of digitalized technologies to utilize in the IA reporting some challenges,
which should be taken into consideration, was revealed.

Firstly, utilizing digitalized

technologies as means for communication does not definitely result in a strengthened
sense-making for the users. Just as reporting in paper format it is essential that producers
considers the sense they find relevant to give. When utilizing digitalized technologies for
reporting the amount of presented data must be taken into consideration in order for the
users to capture the sense. Moreover, considerations about the format of presentation to
avoid users to capture a false level of details. This can become a challenge since it can be
a challenge to communicate to the users how IAs act as an aid to decision-making. The
users capacity to deal with digitalized technologies are fundamental for the sense-making
from the utilization. It should be noticed, that making sense of analog reporting do
also require capacity to understand and interpret also if it consist of e.g. non-interactive
maps. Generally speaking, dealing with IA does requires capacity of the users where
dealing with digitalized technologies for the reporting can require other aspects of capacity
compared to analog reporting. It was expressed, that for digital IAs to make its stake it
is found necessary to document the validity of the presented reporting. IAs are an legal
instrument guiding following actions whereby it is important that are documentation of
the validity. Lastly, retention of the mindset of producers and users was reflected as being
a potential challenge since practice would need to adjust towards adoption of digitalized
technologies for utilization. The producers must be willing to change their current work
practice and there must be a willingness to accept digitalized form of presenting reporting.
Moreover, users should transform their mindset perceiving that the extent of how technical
and elaborated knowledge seems do not determinate the importance and relevance of the
presented.
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9

Discussion

This chapter reflects upon the findings of this master thesis and discuss the static perceiving
of IA domains. Furthermore, it discuss implications of IA practice and decision-making.

9.1

Producer and user domains

The findings of this master thesis are arriving from a focus of digitalization’s strengthening
in the production of IA reporting.

As reflected, several parties take part of the

communication occurring at both the producer and user domain of an IA report.
Indeed, the developer and competent authority has main obligations associated with the
production of the reporting which ensures a dominating role in the producer domain.
In analog reporting the selection of communication is dominated by producers being
practitioners, competent authorities and potentially the developer depending on the
amount of outsourcing to practitioners. Digitalized technologies allowing users to interact
with data devotes more selection to the users. Nonetheless, being selective about data was
a emphasized dilemma where the producers find it important that they still take important
decision upon that. Meaning, that decisions about communicating the data has already
been made. Nonetheless, the parties involved in IA processes are not permanent attached
to either the producer or user domain. Some parties can act on both the producer and
user domain such as authorities, organizations and citizens which are users of the report
but also can take part of the production. Competent authorities are users of the IA report
but are also a key party in scoping and thereby in phases of the production. Likewise, can
citizens or organizations be considered as acting in the producer domain through hearing
periods. In the context of IAs the constituting of parties in domains can act dynamic. The
findings of this research are arriving from a scope of a static producer domain dominated
by developers and practitioners.
In this master thesis the emphasize has been on how digitalization can strengthen the
communication from producer to user domain where the other way around or in a
dynamic matter has not been considered. Thereupon, it seems relevant to reflect upon
whether the findings of this master thesis can be relevant in the communication from
users to producers. The possibilities of communicating provided by adoption of digitalized
technologies could also be relevant in a context of a dynamic constituting of domains.
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Possibilities of communicating in a concrete and tailored way could be beneficial when e.g.
citizens or organizations submit comments or objections. Concrete and tailored comments
or objections could enabling new possibilities for producers to make sense of received
information, whereby hearing periods could become more utilized in the IA production.

9.2

Implications

The possibilities of tailoring communication and stimulating sense in both directions
between producer and user domains can make IA reporting more transparent, concise,
quicker and accessible and thereby making decision-making more rapid and efficient. This
might be a opportunity to have proposed development actions become subjects for IAs,
which otherwise would have been considered too insignificant to assess. This could be a
win for the environment and local communities. Possibilities for visually opportunities to
give sense could be relevant for the competent authorities when acting in the producer
domain. The competent authorities, which must ensure quality of the IAs, can be short on
budget to be able to make a site visit. The possibilities of data visualization can provide
access to updated information and also assist sense-making of the IA enabling a more
qualified and justified decision-making. A increase of transparency within findings and
results could foster authorities trust of the analysis being qualified processed providing
more resources and time spend on the content of the IA instead of questioning the quality.
In effect, authorities trust of the quality could also be a pitfall in the ensuring of quality.
Adopting digitalization in the reporting could make the preparation for the practitioners
quicker and more standardized. A digital reporting setup, which can be reused would safe
time and resources which instead could be targeted somewhere else in the preparation.
[Olsen, 2019] Potentially, the practitioners could be able to take on more assessments and
create more profit. Nonetheless, it can be expected that some companies providing IA as
service would not be able to adapt rapidly towards digitalized reporting due to resources.
One the other hand, if adopting digitalization in the reporting reduce requirement of
resources the need for practitioners could be reduced. Digitalization as its stake in the
reporting is however not as eliminating as if adopted for preparation. If digitalization
makes it stake into data proceeding, analyzation and assessments, then the requirements
of interaction from practitioners could be slowly eliminated.
In the problem stating of this master thesis it is reflected upon IA as an communicative
arena where environmental problems are being publicly contested. In a European context
both SEA and EIA are obligated to facilitate a process where decisions are made on
the base of public debate, where all interested have the right to participate [Elling,
2009b]. It is therefore recognized that SEA and EIA is commonly deemed to foster a
democratic decision-making process Glucker et al. [2013] where involvement of interested
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parties can be justified since significant environmental impacts concerns everybody’s life
[Elling, 2009b]. The findings of this master thesis makes a point concerning capacity
to deal with digitalization and recruitment of user segments. Consequently, this raises
wondering if adopting digitalization in practice could disrupt the fostering of democratic
decision-making processes. According to the findings it is foreseen, that utilization of
digitalization can embrace engagement with further user segments but also excludes
some user segments. In effect of disadvantaged segments can stimulate inequality in the
prerequisites for fostering of democratic decision-making processes. To summarize, the
findings of this master thesis emphasize, that generation and capacity will influence how
users will participate in the process. In addition to that finding a ph.d. investigation from
Rambøll Management Consulting [2016] emphasize, that whether individuals in general
prefer to interact with digitalization is in often determined by their stake and situation.
If something great is at stake or the individual see them self being in a unrecognizable
situation then the individual tends to prefer personal contact since it feels more secure
both rational and procedural. Moreover, person contact can also seem more effective
for the individuals since they potentially can get answers wide away. If individuals first
feel familiar with the situation then they often feel fine interacting with digitalization.
[Rambøll Management Consulting, 2016]
The communication through IA reporting does by itself not constitutes personal contact,
whereby it according to Rambøll Management Consulting [2016] is necessary that the users
of the IA reporting feel familiar with the situation in order to be willing to utilize digitalized
technologies in the reporting. In view of that utilization of digitalized technologies could
be adopted in the communication through the IA process where this master thesis only
emphasize communication through the reporting. The digitalized technologies which was
identified for reporting could be adopted for utilization at public meetings providing
the participants to obtain knowledge through visualizations accompanying with personal
contact. Assisting users sense-making before the reporting could enable more effective use
of the reporting. If the users are already aware of what they need to investigate and have
established a understanding if can be easier to identify relevance and potentially increase
transparency. Furthermore, digitalizing within data collection and processing could reduce
time and resources spend on processing and thereby enable a more rapid impact analysis
and ensuring of data consistency. Access and possibilities to process a vast amount of
data could have potential to improve predictions, description of existing conditions and
for reasoning about impacts. Accompanying, is the fact that utilization of different sets of
data could enable more nuances in the understanding of the assessed environments.
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10

Recommendations

This chapter presents recommendations for IA producers who wants to adopt digitalization
in IA reporting.

These recommendations are referring at experiences and foreseen

challenges elucidated from IA producers.
Through this master thesis some experiences and foreseen challenges in utilization
digitalization has been unfolded from IA producers point of view. The purpose of these
recommendations is to provide IA producers with suggestions of how to get started
adopting digitalization and which thoughts to keep in mind. It is relevant to highlight,
that the emphasis is on digitalizations strengthening of communication are thereby the
recommendations lies within the social dimension of IA. Therefore, it must be remembered
that these recommendations does not constitute a complete approach towards adopting
digitalization in IA reporting. Some adjacent challenges should might be investigated for
future embrace of digitalization in IA practice.

10.1

Getting started: establish understanding and
overview

Adopting digitalized technologies for utilization in IA can seem unmanageable in the
beginning. IA producers, either being practitioners or developers, has probably started
to notice digitalizations upcoming entrance in IA reporting. From producers view, it
can potentially be anticipated, that utilizing digitalized technologies can provide new
opportunities of performing IA reporting. Although that might be true, it can be wondered
how to actually start adopting digitalized technologies in practice.

Through chapter

7 examples of digitalized technologies is presented along with ideas for utilization and
demonstration of user interaction. Reading chapter 7 can provide an simplified overview of
potential utilization. To obtain a more elaborated understanding of digitalized technologies
which are found relevant it can be recommended to visit the websites of the studied IA
cases. Visiting websites can provide inspiration for design and setup accompanying with
understanding of the interactive aspects.
When a generic understanding and overview of different digitalized technologies are
obtained next step is to consider and investigate opportunities for setup and platforms.
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The technical setup should be a reflection of what the vision of digitalization is. If the
vision is to digitalize the parts of reporting which attracts most interest and attention
or are challenging to present in a concrete and non-technical matter a website could be
suggested as setup. A setup through a website can be useful setup if the vision is to
present reporting through geographical information systems with vast amount of datasets.
Connecting a website with external portals of GIS does not require much extra resources if
the GIS is already preformed. If the vision is to turn reporting into a full digitalized format
a setup through a platform could be suggested. Esri Story Maps provides a platform
allowing combination of narrative text and digitalized technologies as interactive maps,
multimedia context etc. Esri Story Maps delivers a setup where the reporting can be a
series of content which the user can switch between. Figure 10.1 shows the setup “Story
Map Journal” which organizes the presentation into sections in the maps Journal, where
the users see content associated with each section, such as a interactive maps, visualization
etc.

Figure 10.1: A example of a journal setup in Esri Story Maps [Esri, n.d.].

The main difference between using a platform such as Esri Story Maps and a website
setup is the amount of scope to maneuver regarding setup opportunities and requirement
of capacity and resources. Esri Story Maps provides a platform where the rooted setup
is prepared in advance and therefore the platform just require choice of digitalized
technologies and incorporation of content. On the other hand, Esri Story Maps do have
limitations regarding setup where not much changes from the chosen platform setup can
be made. The setup by a website do comparatively requires preparation of a rooted
setup before choices of digitalized technologies and incorporation of content and happen.
However, a website setup are not limited by a settled setup whereby the primarily limitation
is the technical capacity and resources obligatory to prepare the setup of the website and
digitalized technologies.
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Objectives

When decisions about setup format and digitalized technologies has been made it is
relevant to reflect upon objectives both i terms of the producers role and incentive
of adopting digitalized technologies. Without considerations upon objectives utilizing
digitalized technologies in IA reporting can stress complexity and reduce tailoring of the
communication. Therefore, it is crucial that producers reflect upon their main objectives of
the IA reporting and which sub objectives arises from that. As a example if the proposed
development action including some aspects which either are challenging to understand by
non-technical persons it is relevant to consider adopting digitalized technologies which
emphasize data visualization in a simple matter e.g.

multimedia.

If the proposed

development action includes aspect where a lot of resistance and concerns can be expected
it is relevant to have a objective for adopting digitalized technologies revolving around
tailoring and transparency. In those situations it relevant for the users to easily obtain
concrete information relevant for them and figuring out how they will be impacted. To
summarize, it is important to adopt digitalized technologies as communicative means to
achieve objective and not as a objective in itself.
In practice producers must consider what relation they want to create with the IA users.
If it e.g. is a desire to recruit a broader user segment or engage further users these
objectives should be prioritized. It is relevant to attempt to understand the needs and
prerequisites of the objectives which are tried to be achieved. What is the needs of the
users who is attempted to be recruited and which types of capacity should be countered?
Establishment of objectives and prioritization of these combined with a understanding of
needs and prerequisites can be relevant reflects to a foundation for an instrumental IA
design which utilize digitalization.

10.3

A smooth transition:

Combine analog and

digitalized reporting
Users of IAs can cover a broad spectra of segments and capacities. Some users could
be excluded for utilization of IAs through adopting digitalized technologies in reporting.
Some users might perceive digitalization as being indifference in relation to their needs of
an IA and a too demanding in capacity. In order to facilitate a smooth transition towards
digitalized reporting it can be suggested to combine analog and digitalized reporting for
a while. Combining analog and digitalized reporting could ensure, that no current user
segments will be excluded and there would also be potential of recruiting further user
segments through digitalization. A transition where users do not feel overwhelmed and
immediately forced to utilize digitalized technologies could stimulate a smoother transition.
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A smooth transition from analog to digitalized reporting could give users a chance to
become familiar in interacting with digitalization in a appropriate speed and become more
used to less personal contact. At the moment there are in the Danish system no regulation
within the validity of IAs will be an PDF file, which potentially can be extracted from
a digitalized IA. Combining analog reporting with digitalized reporting will ensure, that
there will not be any issues in documenting the validity. Thereby, distrust of validity will
not influence be foster by digitalization.

10.4

Organizational agility: acquisition and development of knowledge

For circumstances for IA practice to change organizational agility of IA producers do play
a vital role. IA practitioners circumstances for IA practice are to some extent defined by
the tenders from the developers. If the developers are interested in digitalized reporting
it can be a beneficial service to offer from practitioners. Nonetheless, for development of
IA practice towards change need to happen organizational support and agility has to be
present at both practitioner and developer organizations. Allocation of resources and time
for acquisition of knowledge and development of competencies are essential elements for
adopting digitalized technologies in IA processes. For an institutionalized IA practice to
change it has to be perceived as a clear and prioritized message from the management
where development is being supported. Moreover, not much knowledge is available in
practice in a Danish context where a acquisition and development of knowledge could be
beneficial for future circumstances for IA practice. Even through, experiences can seem as
a business advantage sharing and development of knowledge across IA producers could be
relevant for all parties and potential contribute to development of IA practice in general.
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Conclusion

This master thesis investigates how digitalization in IA reporting can be communicative
means stimulating knowledge brokering activities. This has been investigated within a
European context of IA practice, where the investigation has been conducted in the view
of IA being a technical tool used to strengthen communicative processes. The research
is approached through social constructivism to understand complexity of communication
and prerequisites for actions being knowledge brokering activities. The social constructive
approach is reflected in the choices of methods to collect empirical data. The qualitative
approach in the analysis had provided opportunity to identify patterns of cases and
illuminate IA producers corresponding point of view of benefits and challenges. The
applied theories has informed and guided the research and contributed as a frame in with
connection of communication and activities has been evaluated. Through investigation of
environmental communication in IA processes it was reflected, that IA practice are facing
issues in communicating environmental complexity in a non-technical and proportioned
matter. As a result there is an increasing desire in IA practice on new opportunities to
deliver reporting in a more rapid and efficient way. In addition, newer research are reflecting
upon IAs instrumental potential to stimulate social processes which bridge between
different types knowledge. These aspects of the problem subject raised wondering if
communicative possibilities of digitalization could be a way to design IAs as an instrument
to stimulate activities of knowledge brokering. Consequently, the research of this master
thesis are performed on the base of following research question:
How can digitalization strengthen communication around environmental
impacts and values in IA reporting, and what circumstances for practice are
required to change to use digitalization in design of IAs as an instrument to
stimulate knowledge brokering?
In order to answer the research question, three associated sub questions has been
established. Each of these sub questions will be answered in the following text. The first
sub question concerns the current practice of utilizing digitalization in IA reporting and
thereby attempts to describe state of the art based on identified digitalized technologies:
What is state of the art on digitalization in IAs and which experiences are essential in
future adoption of digitalization?
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The studying on five existing cases showcased patterns within digitalized technologies
which where adopted in IA reporting and also how these technologies stimulates knowledge
brokering activities.

All the five cases was performed as a digital supplement to a

prepared report where utilization of digitalized technologies strengthened the possibilities
of presenting a compromised format of the prepared report. The identified digitalized
technologies revolves around data visualization and tailoring of communication. Utilizing
digitalized technologies of data visualization enables to communicate reporting in a way
which makes the complex and technical aspects of the reporting seem more non-technical
and intuitive for the IA users. Moreover, data visualization can stimulate more concrete
discussion between IA producers and users since the users potentially obtain a critical
understanding of the presented data. The possibilities of tailoring the communication
enables the users to identify and obtain information and translating information into
local and individual context. Thereby, the users are assisted in defining problems and
questions and development of the users analytic and interpretive skills are facilitated.
Through utilization of digitalized technologies the users of IA reporting are assigned
more possibilities to interact with data compared to analog reporting. The IA producers
circumstances for sense-giving and the IA users circumstances for sense-making are changed
which are expected to causes other communicative benefits and challenges than analog
reporting. Thereby, second sub question elucidate foreseen benefits and challenges from
IA producers point of view:
Which benefits and challenges do producers of IAs foresee, adopting digitalization in IA
practice?
Through the empirical investigation of foreseen benefits and challenges when utilizing
digitalized technologies in IA reporting there was reflected differences in acquisition of
knowledge among IA producers. The investigation indicated that digitalization is at the
moment a intangible and difficult topic for IA producers to reflect upon in a practical
setting.

However, some experiences had been acquired and some general reflections

was revealed. Benefits was revolving around the possibilities of presenting IA content
in a concrete way, where IA users has possibilities to explore information of interest.
Moreover, it was perceived as being beneficial that communication can be tailored towards
the IA users interest which also provides opportunities of proportioning the reporting.
Cooperative with IA producer possibilities to give sense it can also be challenging to
communicate in a relevant way. Just as in analog reporting IA producers must still
be vigilant with the amount of sense they are aiming to give and how they attend to
do it. With the possibilities provided by digitalized technologies false messages can be
stimulated and decisions can be made on a incorrect perceived foundation. Some digitalized
technologies do require more interaction and capacity for utilization of the users compared
to other digitalized technologies. Nonetheless, dealing with digitalized technologies does
require capacity of the users in other ways than analog reporting. Thereby, some user
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segments can be challenged in utilizing reporting through digitalized technologies. For
digitalization of IA reporting to make its stake it is necessary to document the validity of
the reporting. Due to the interactive aspect of digitalized reporting it must be ensured, that
it is documented what is valid for decision-making. Lastly, the mindset of IA producers
and users where reflected as a potential challenge. In order to even start benefiting
from digitalized technologies both IA producers and users become comfortable utilizing
digitalized technologies in reporting. Given the fact that digitalization seems to be a
intangible and developing topic for some IA producers, it was indicate that benefits and
challenges in relation to knowledge brokering stimulation is coincidentally appearing as
results of other purposes rather than a deliberate instrumental design. The last sub
question therefore seeks to provide recommendations of the future work and development
within digitalization in IAs:
How can the foreseen challenges of utilizing digitalization in design of IAs as instrument
for knowledge brokering be overcome?
For the future work with adopting digitalization in practice of IA reporting some
recommendations for IA producers has been listed. In order to get started with adopting
digitalized technologies in IA reporting it is recommended to obtain a overview of the
possibilities of digitalization.

To obtain a elaborated understanding of how certain

digitalized technologies are utilized it is relevant to visit current cases of digitalized IAs.
Furthermore, there are provided suggestion for setup and platforms where the choices must
depend on the IA producers vision with adopting digitalization in reporting. Following,
there must be reflected upon objectives of utilizing digitalization. It is critical that IA
producers reflect upon their objectives of the reporting and thereby how digitalization
can assist achieving those objectives.

To use digitalization in design of IAs as an

instrument stimulating knowledge brokering digitalization should not be perceived as a
objective in itself but as means to achieve the objectives. To reduce exclusion of user
segments a smooth transition towards digitalized reporting can be enabled by combining
analog and digitalized reporting. Delivering both types of reporting can provide the
users with possibility to easily get comfortable using digitalized reporting.

However,

this would require that users preferring analog reporting would be willing to try out
digitalized reporting. For IA practice to embrace digitalization in reporting there must be
organizational support and agility at producer organizations. It is necessary that resources
and time to acquire knowledge and develop competencies are allocated. To accelerate
experiences and knowledge of digitalization in a Danish context it could be relevant to
seek forums for exchange and development of knowledge in the field.
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Interview guide expert
Topic: information to
be gained

Questions

Notes

Formal

Ask for consent for recording the
interview
- Explain how the recording is
for internal use.

Explain the scoped
understanding of digitalization,
communication and knowledge
brokering.

Ask for consent of citing
- Agree on the process of
citation (does she want to
agree on citation before they
potentially are applied)

Explain the focus: how
producers through digitalization
as active communication
means can help giving sense of
environmental impacts and
values to receivers and change
circumstances for knowledge
brokering.

Explain what the project is about, and
what I would like to get out of the
interview with her

Explain that stimulation of IAs
as knowledge brokering
instrument will be investigated
in relation to identified activities
which develops knowledge
management, linkages and
exchange and capacity
building. These activities will be
used as a frame of evaluating
the utility of digitalization.
Benefits and challenges
of digitalization as
means for
communication
(dialogue) to strengthen
IA practitioners
opportunity to give sense
to receivers

What is your experiences of the
challenges IA practitioners have to
give sense of IAs to receivers?
Can you tell about what you know of
good examples of digitalization?
- why do you see this/these as
good examples?
Do you see digitalization provide new
opportunities of communication (as
dialogue) between practitioners and
receivers?
What benefits do you see of utilize
digitalization in IAs in relation of
giving sense?
What challenges do you see of utilize
digitalization in IAs in relation of
giving sense?
What relation do you see between
the sense of IAs which practitioners

can provide and knowledge
brokering?
My results

Use the examples of techniques and
tools which I have identified from
cases:
- Benefits and challenges in
relation to those?
- Use Maria to talk about
techniques and tools’
success and barriers in
relation to the knowledge
brokering evaluation
- Identify and obtain
relevant information
- Facilitate
development of
analytic and
interpretive skills
- Create tailored
knowledge products
- Support
communication and
information sharing

Digitalization as mean to
strengthen IAs possibility
to stimulate knowledge
brokering activities

What do you see as essential in
terms of stimulating IAs as
instruments for knowledge brokering?
What do you think should be
considered when talking about how
digitalization as means to stimulating
knowledge brokering?
Do you have any inputs on what
would be required to change in order
for digitalization to strengthen IAs as
knowledge brokers?
- Legislation?
- Good
experiences/examples?
- ?
Do you think digitalization as means
for communication and stimulation of
knowledge brokering is a relevant
topic to investigate?
- Why?

How would ideal circumstances
be for stimulation of IAs for
knowledge brokering?

Interview guide IA producers
Topic: information to
be gained

Questions

Notes

Formal

Ask for consent for recording the
interview
- Explain how the recording is
for internal use.

Explain:
Communication is understood
as active communication.
Digitalization is investigated as
more than digitalized format but
as the utilization of digitalized
technologies. Knowledge
brokering is understood as
processes bridging between IA
producers and users.

Ask for consent of citing
- Agree on the process of
citation (does she want to
agree on citation before they
potentially are applied)
Explain what the project is about, and
what I would like to get out of the
interview

Current experiences

What is your experiences of the
challenges producers of IA have
giving sense of IA information to
users of IAs?
What is your experience with
utilization of digitalized technologies
in IAs?
- In the impact analysis?
- In the reporting?
Have you done any essential
experiences within the utilization of
digitalized technologies in IAs, which
needs to be passed on?

Benefits and challenges
with digitalization as
means for
communication to
strengthen IA producers
possibilities of giving
sense to users of IAs

Which benefits do you see in utilizing
digitalized technologies in IAs to
strengthen sense giving to IA users?
- (do you with different
professions see different
benefits?)
Which challenges do you see in
utilizing digitalized technologies in

Explain:
Focus is on how producers of
IAs can use digitalization as
means for communication to
strengthen how IA users make
sense of the IA and thereby
how the prerequisites for
knowledge brokering can be
changed.

IAs to strengthen sense giving to IA
users?
- (do you with different
professions see different
benefits?)
Digitalization as means
to strengthen IAs
opportunities to stimulate
knowledge brokering
activities

What do you think should be
considered when talking about how
digitalization as means to stimulating
knowledge brokering?
- Why?
Do you have any inputs on what
would be required to change in order
for digitalization to strengthen IAs as
knowledge brokers?
- Legislation?
- Good
experiences/examples?
- Work approaches in
practice?
- ?
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Audio files from interviews

The interviews which was recorded on a external device can be reached by following the
link bellow.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bEmUfcbdLGMXLDBRzwQHsZzw4VmYjPrW
The interviews with the informers can be found in audio files with following names:
Maria Rosário Partidário: Maria.m4a
Rasmus Larsen from the Danish Highway Agency: Vejdirektoratet.m4a
The four employees from the Danish Railway Agency: Banedanmarkinterview.m4a
Rasmus Hejlskov Olsen from Rambøll Denmark: RasmusHO.m4a
Camilla Sulsbrück from NIRAS Denmark: Camilla.m4a

A.3

Written answers from Paul Eijssen

Originally there was planned to be conducted a interview over skype with Paul Eijssen
d. 9th May 2019. However, due to technological issues with skype it was not possible
to complete the interview. Given the situation, P. Eijssen agreed to answer the prepared
interview questions over e-mail. The following answers from P. Eijssen was received d.
11th May 2019. The asked questions are marked as bold, whereby P. Eijssens answers
are the text which is not bold. As an introduction to the asked interview questions a
understanding of communication, digitalization and knowledge brokering was given.
What is your experiences of the challenges producers of impact assessments
(as consultants) have in giving sense of impact assessment findings and results
to the users of IAs? What is your experience with utilization of digitalized
technologies in IAs?
• In the impact analysis? It is already used in impact analysis for a long time.
Think about noise modelling, air quality modelling, groundwater modelling etc. New
technologies have been introduced like impacts on landscape for instance for wind
farms. We have used these type of technologies a lot. I expect that the use of
visualization tools and the use of real time data will become more important in the
next years.
• In the reporting? The use of digital reporting in IA is quite new. I have started a
new way of reporting in 2016-2017 in IA reporting in a collaboration between Royal
HaskoningDHV and the Dutch Ministry for Infrastructure and Environment where
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we have used much more visual information instead of text. Nowadays most of the
bigger consultancy firms in the world have started with digital reporting (using the
same software). At this moment we we are starting to role out an new platform with
more opportunities. However, there is more to it than the use of tools. The industry
should also transform the way of working, moving away from text to more visual
information.
Have you done any essential experiences within the utilization of digitalized
technologies in IAs, which needs to be passed on? Yes, the results of the first
digital IA reports in general. Therefor I have given presentations on the international
annual conferences of IAIA (IAIA.org) over the last three years on this topic (in Nagoya,
Montreal, Durban and Brisbane).
Which benefits do you see in utilizing digitalized technologies in IAs to
strengthen sense giving to IA users? My answers to this question you will find here:
https://www.royalhaskoningdhv.com/en-gb/specials/digital-eis (look also at the advice
from the NCEA via the link in the same web page)
Which challenges do you see in utilizing digitalized technologies in IAs to
strengthen sense giving to IA users? A couple of the challenges are mentioned in
the advice from the NCEA. Challenges are: creating visually rich reports with a minimum
of (technical) text requires another way of working and another mindset of the writer /
editor of the report. The required transformation will take time (and effort). Acceptance
of this new way of reporting is new to most stakeholders, that can also be a hurdle.
https://www.royalhaskoningdhv.com/en-gb/specials/ireport. I think this way of reporting
can be of use for all types of reports. We therefor will use it in other projects than IA. The
link will give some more information. The content will be adjusted in the coming weeks
in line with the introduction of our new platform for digital reporting.
What do you think should be considered when talking about how digitalization
as means to stimulating knowledge brokering? Good question. There is so much
going on on digital. To combine all the tools in a project and in different stages of a
project will help in making projects more efficient and information more consistent. Think
about BIM for instance. To connect all these developments and connect that also to
digital reporting can be of help in many projects. However, knowledge brokering between
companies or stakeholders can be an issue due to the investments that are involved with
developments and the related business cases.
Do you have any inputs on what would be required to change in order for
digitalization to strengthen IAs as knowledge brokers? See the answers above
and:
• Legislation? Most or all legislation in this regard is written before the digital era.
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In a general sense, it would certainly be good to review legislation in the light of
these developments. It is also dependent of the county.
• Good experiences/examples?

Good practice and examples are always very

helpful in implementing and expanding new approaches. The best way to convince
people in the strength of (in this case) digital EIS is showing good examples and
good practice.
• Work approaches in practice?
• ?
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